
Ths ldeeional tnstitutes of Health could im- 
prove Ihe way it funds research prezjects to 
better inswe that thc6e with the greatest sci- 
entific merit are fmd~%!. Many researchers 
have not cornpLed wilth the terms of previous 
grant awards, nr?d rhc Institutes is currently 
supporting some of these researchers. Wko, a 
formal system is needed for iniriarkl~ intra- 
mural research projects conducted by Nation- 
al Institutes of HeafPh scicntkts. 



Fs the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the Mouse of Representatives 

,i' This report describes certain changes that could be made 
by the National Institutes of Health of the Department of 
ilealth p Education, and Welfare to improve the quality or ne 
biomedical research projects it supports. tie made our review 
because of the large amount of money being spent for bio- 
medical research. 

Ve made our review pursuant to the i3udget and Accounting 
Act, 1321 (31 U.S.C, 53) and the Accounting and Audizing Act 
of 1950 (31 lJ.S,C. 67). 

B 
tie are sending copies of this report to the Director, 

affice of Nanagement and Budget and the Secretary df Health, 
Education, and Xelfare. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S BETTER CONTROLS NEEDED OVER 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH SUPPORTED BY 

THE I~ATIONAL IfiZSTITUTES dF HEALTH 
Department of Health, Education, 

\ and Welfare 

DIGEST B-e--- 

The National Institutes of Health, an agency 
of the Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare, is composed of 11 institutes and 
supports the majority of biomedical research 
done in the united States. In fiscal year 
1974 it obligated about $2 billion for this 
purpose. (See p. 1.) 

GAO believes this report will especially 
interest the Senate Committee on Appropri- 
tions. The Committee stated in its report; 
on the Department's fiscal year 1976 appro- 
priation request that most of each year's 
funds are committed to ongoing projects, 
leaving little money to support new projects. 

The Committee urged the Institutes to con- 
sider whether a different balance between 
old and new projects was desirable and, if 
so, how it could be accomplished %:ithout un- 
duly disrupting productive ongoing research. 

Grantees do most of the research funded by 
the Institutes. Grantees compete for fund- 
ing on the basis of theie grant applica- 
tion's scientific merit, which is deter- 
mined by authorities in selected scientific 
fields. Approved grantees generally re- 
ceive funding for 3 years. After the ap- 
proval period expires, applications for 
continued financial support are treated as 
new grant applications and grantees must 
again compete for funding. 

At the three institutes GAO reviewed, 
nearly all noncompeting grants received 
funding for each year of the approved 
period, but funding was available for only 
,34 to 50 percent of competing grants, The 
Institutes should reassess noncompeting 
grants annually to insure that continued 

'funding is desirable, because: 

Tear Sheet. Upon removal. the repott 
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--talany unfunded competing grant: applications 
had greatea: scientific merit, as evidenced 
bv the pri.ority scores assigned btr scien- 
tific authorities, th3.n some noncLmpeting 
grants which confinued to be funded. 

--About 44 pc~certt of the noncompeting grants 
were nst funded again after their approval 
period expired because, when competing with 
other grant applicants, their priority 
scores indicated they were of lower scien- 
tif ic merit. 

The Institutes does not terminate a research 
grant when progress is poor and cannot, under --- 
existing regulations, terminate when 

--significantly better applications, as 
evidenced by priority scores, could be 
funded QZ 

--recent scientific developments or other 
events result in research being no longer 
of public benefit. (Sue p. 9.) 

Even if program administrators identified on- 
going research that they believed to be un- 
necessary OK duplicative, these grants could 
not be terminated. Although the Institutes 
can withhold funds from a granteep grant ad- 
ministrators differ on when this can be done’. 
(Se.e p. 10.) 

The Institutes requires, as a condition of a 
grant award, that it receive certain reports 
from grantees at the end of a research grant 
per ioi o These reports were not being sub- 
mitted for many research grants. (See 
p. 21.) In addition, some grantees which 
had not met the reporting recpirements undee 
a previous grant were being funded by the 
Institutes under another grant. (See p. 23.) 

In contrast to extensive peer review of re- 
search proposals in the Institutes’ extra- 
mural research grant programs, the Institutes 
had no formal procedures for initiating new 
intramural research projects (those conducted 
by Institutes scientists in Institutes labora- 
tories). (See p. 27.) 
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Individual ?pujects wcrmakly received snly the 
approval of the branch 0~: laboratory chief 
where tne rescaech was to be done. Reviews 
of researcne: s ’ work by advissry group3 within 
the institutes ~onc.ltaiaed %hat some were doing 
Work Of CjUC?StiQRt3kdS? SCf@f'ktifiC a@rit Or r@%@- 
Vance to an institute's mission. They ‘iecom- 
‘mended terminating tne work or taking other 
corrective action. (5ee p. 29.) 

GAO is making a number of recommendations to 
the Secretary of tne Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare to he@ insure the 
Institutes support research proposals with 
the greatest scientific merit, The Eecommen- 
dations include 

--developing a system to identify n3acsmpeting 
grants with significantBy less scfsn8ific 
merit than tanfunded competing grant applica- 
tions (see p. E9jF 

--changing the reguBatisns to sllow termina- 
tion of research grants under certain con- 
ditions, such as whew appkicaaions have sig- 
nificantly greater scienti.fic merit p as svi- 
dented by priority sco~c'es [see p. Is), and 

--establishing a EcirmsP system for approving 
all intramural. research projects. ( See 
p* 32.) 

T1:e Department generally disag&ees with these 
recommendations, stating they would be ex- 
tremely costly with little prospect of ap- 
preciable benefits. 

After evaluating the Department's comments, 
GAO continues to believe that implementing 
the recommendations would improve the re- 
search of the rdationaf Institutes of Health. 
The Department c0ul.d implement the fecom- 
mendations in a simpler and mere effective 
manner than indicated in its comments, with 
a minimum of additional cost. 

GAG is also making other recsmmendations to 
the Department for improving management prac- 
tices with which it generally agreed. 
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--Conducts biomedical research in its own labora- 
ttXieS. 

--Provides grants to nonprofit organlaations and 
institutions for research and for medical 
education, including improvements and construction 
of library facilities, bwildings, equipment, 
and other rasgiurees. 

--Provides grants for training research investi- 
gators f 

--Awards research contracts to profit and nonprofit 
institutions. 

--Supports biomedical communications through programs 
and activities of the National Library of Yedicine. 

NIH has 11 research institutes; each supports biomedical 
research programs.. All but 1 institute are located on the 
NIH -reservation in SetPaesda, EQryland, where NIH also main- 
tains hundreds of laboratories, a 516-bed clinical center 
(research hospital), and the National Library of Medicine. 
The Mational Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
OU2ZHS) is located at Research Triangle Park, North Carolina. 

PIXIGPAM ACTIVITY 

Research conducted by NIrl c;cientists in NIH laboratories 
is referred to as the intramural program; research performed 
under NIR grants and contracts is referred to as the extra- 
mural program, 

In fiscal year 1974 NIK obligated nearly $2 billion to 
support its researzh activities. Apprcximately $1 6 billion 
of this amount was used to support research programs, and 
the remainder was used for research training, construction, 
and overall management of NIH programs. In fiscal year 1975 
NPN was appropriated $2.1 billion and paid about 38 percent 
of the cost of all health related research and development 
dane in the United States. 

1 



The chart bekw Sherws @Ia’S %:stal dikigations in fiscal 
year 1974 and tie obligationa Of the three institutes we 
reviewed: the ESztionaE Institute of Child Health and Human 
Deveiopment (MICEDIp the Nationa Hnsti%u%e of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases CNIWED), &xl HUZMS. 

KibAXD NICHE) NLEHS -- 

Research grants $1,066 $71 $84 $16 . Intramur31 research 134 2L 14 8 
Research and development 335 12 21 2 

contracts 
Research training 
Program management 
Other programs ~wJ 

TGbil 

2BQ 11 17 5 
97 4 7 1 

support I.52 2 1 - - 

$le994 $2 $144 $32 I 

During fiscal year 1974, about 70 percen, f of the research 
grants awarded by these three institutes were for traditional 
research grants@ which are awards to institutions, in the 
name of a principal investi for discrete research proj- 
eces. The balance of the grank funds was for other types of 
grants, such as program project grants, which support broadly 
based, long-term activities involving teams of scientists. 

In fiscal year 1974 MIH .nweived about 10,000 competing 
research grant applications, Of these applications, 74 per- 
cent were approved for funding, but funds were available for 
only 53 percent of the approved applications, 

In recent years BIH has experienced a widening gap bc- 
tween the number of research grant applications approved and 
those it can fund. As a consequence of increased competition 
for research funds coupled with budget constraints, NIIi must 
be able to identify and fund those projects, both extramural 
and intramural, having the greatest scientific merit and 
relevance to its mission 

GR"YTS FOR EXTRMUUL RESEARCH 

First stage 

Scientists in the NIH Division of Research Grants read 
an application for a research grant and assign it to the 
institute ? zsponsibhe for slapporting research in that 
scicctific area. Ai; the same time, they assign each appli- 
cation to 1 of approximately 50 study sections;or initial , 
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review grotips# which re~Cews the application for scientific 
meri:. This review by a study section is the first stage of 
NIH's dual review p;rocess. 

Most study sections have 12 to 16 members--authorities 
in their selected scie~tkfic fields. Each application is 
reviewed and discussed before receiving the study section's 
recommendation to approve, disapprove, CL- defer it. 

The study sec;;l.sn, as a whole, assigns a numerical 
priority SCOPTT. to each approved application on tht basis of 
its Tcientific merit rrl;ltive to the *'state of the art" of 
a particular research area. A priority score of between 100 
and 5C3, which represents ,n average of :he jrldividual scores 
given by study sestion members, is assigned to each appli- 
cation. The priority score indicates the relative scientific 
merit of the grank application, and the research institutes 
use it to rank a grant application for funding. The lower 
the priority scorn, the greater the scientific merit of the 
application. A study section can disapy;rove a grant appli- 
cation for 2 number of reasons, one of the most .importar.c 
being lack of scientific merit. 

The Division of Research Grants adjusts the actual or 
"raw" scores assigned to approved grants by study sections. 
This adjustment (ncrmalization) is made to account for sco.r- 
ing beases in each study section and is k&ended to place 
the scrJres of all study sections on the same scale so a given 
score will be comparable from one study section to another. 

Second stage 

Following the study section recommendations, all approved 
and disapproved grant applications are forwarded to the 
national advisory council of the appropriate inst:i-ute. Each 
institute has a national advisory council, which must approlrc 
grant applications before they can be funded. These councils 
are the second stage of the dual review process and consist 
of approximately 12 to la members--leaders in fundamental and 
medical science, education, and public affairs. 

While these advisory councils may review the scientific 
merit of a grant application, their primary responsibility 
is to evaluate whether applications relate to the mission and 
the needs of the respective institutes. They may either agree 
or disagree with the study section recommendations. 

After the advisory council review, the institutes con- 
sider all approved applicat,ons for funding. Although the 
institutes may fund gran t applications out of numerical orcit'r, 
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this is the excep”.ion ratheH t%Ein the ExRe. In addition, each 
institute receives the raw and the adjusted priority scores 
for each grant application. 

Grant applications the institutes approve for funding 
a!-2 funded, on the average, for 3 years. Burring this 3-year 
period, a grantee does not have to compete for fundsb and 
the grant is referred to as a noncompeting continuation 
research grant. If, at the end of an initially approved 
period, a grantee requests additional funding, it must again 
compete for available funds. 

NIH scientists conduct intramural. research projects in 
NIB laboratories or the NIH clinical center. In contrast to 
extramural research grantsr intramural research projects 
receive no peer review before they are begun. 

Intramural projects at the institutes reviewed are 
directed by either the scientific director within each 
institute or the director of the institute who allots space 
and resources to individual research branches. Branch or 
section chiefs generally approve individual projects, subject 
to review by the scientific director. 

In fiscal year 1974, MIH obligated $134 million for intra- 
mural resexch. Also in fiscal year 1974, WIAID, NICHD, 
and NIEBS oblig> ted a combined total of $43 million for intra- 
mural research, 15 percent of their combined budgets of $297 
million. This amount accounted for'32 percent or' the total 
NIH obligations for intramural research. 

NIH officials said intramural research: 

--Allows administrative barriers between medical 
disciplines to be crossed, which cannot be done 
at medical schools. 

--Permits a large number of medical skills to be 
brought together in one place, so quality bio- 
medical research can be done. 

--Is conducive to spontaneous, collaborative 
research efforts among scientists. 

Intramural research also enables scientists to devote 
most of their time to their research,. while under an extra- 
mural research grant a researcher's time is divided among 
research, teaching, and various administrakive duties. 
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' CHAPTER 2 -- 

NEED FOR BETTER APPROVAL PRWEDWRES 

i * AND INPRCIfVED I%?NHTORING OF G.IMiVTS 
1 
, 

.I - 
The National Institutes of Health research institutes we 

reviewed funded noncompeting multiyear research grants during 
the period for which they were initially approved, without 

I comparing their scientific merit witpl that of competing grant 
applications. However # many unfundedlcompeting grant applica- 
tions had greatsr scientific merit, evidenced by their prior- 
ity scores, than some noncompeting grants that continued to 
be funded. About 44 percent of the noncompeting grants were 
not Punded after their approval period expired, and they 
again had to compete for funds. 

Continuing the funding of some noncompeting continuation 
grants may be desirable, even if their scientific merit may 
be less than unfunded competing applications, They should 
be reassessed before denying funds to new applications with 
significantly greater scientific merit. This cannot be done, 
partly because HIEi does nst have written cyulidelines deline- 
ating the type of review or specific tasks grant administra- 
tors must perfor@ during their review of 0nQoing research. 

If a grantee has complied with the terms and conditions 
of a grant award, NIW cannot terminate the grant for the 
convenience of the Government without the grantee's concur- 
rence. Although NIH can withhold funds from a grantee for 
the remainder of an approved project period, it cannot 
rescind funds that were approved but unspent for the earlier 
part of the grant period. In addition, grant administrators 
differ on when funds should be withheld from a grantee. 

NIH does not require the 11 institutes to use normalized 
priority scores in funding grants. Therefore, NIH has no 
assurance that applications with the greatest scientific merit 
are being funded. Some grants probably would not have been 
funded if normalized scores were used, and'some would have 
been funded but were not. 

UNFUNDED COMPETING APPLICATIONS 
WITH SCIENTIFIC MERIT GREATER 
THAN NONCOMPETING GRANTS -. 

At the three NIH institutes reviewed, nearly all ($63.9 
million worth) of the noncompeting multiyear traditional 
research grant applications were funded in fiscal year 1974. 
During the same period, these institutes were only able to 
fund between 34 and 52 percent of approved competing 
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traditional reseaarch grant applications for a tWab of $85-1 
million. The chart belOW OhOWS tie fUHldi.llag Of cmqxiting and 
noncompeting grdn$s ECX th2 %hlPae! ihmS,G.%UteS fOn: fiscal year 
1974. 

Percent of 
approvea 

Msn~~.pet%ng Ccmpeting cosmpeting 
qreimeFs gk-anti3 grants 

Institutes lJ+.sX?kLPlt bumbeK Pmsunt aa* funded - -- - 
@t\fnionk3 T1 (Id~iQStE j 

National Inetitute Of 
mwixonacntal Ebalth 
Sciencw s 3.5 80 s 2.4 37 34 

Noti.anel Institute of 
Child Bedth anCI 
Bumn Developent 25.1 538 26.7 469 52 

National Inetitute of 
Ulergy and Infec- 
tious Diseases 35,3 7Q4 16.0 327 46 

Total . 833 z 
A comparison of the no lized priority ScQres of 

approved, unfunded g rant eppkications with the normalized 
priority scores of funded noncompeting multiyear grants for 
NICHD and NIWID showed that during fiscal year 1974, 284 
unfunded research grant applications had priority scores 
equal to Of better than &he ~~~~~rn~~~~~~ grants that were 
funded.1 .An MPH offici&L ind%ea@e& that the normabization 
process germ:ally permits grioriQy SQ=~F~S to be compared 
validly from one year to the next. 

In NIAID 144 competing grants were not funded, although 
they had equal or better priority scores than 20 noncompeting 
grants that were funded. En HICK-ID, 143 competing grants that 
were zot funded 
noncompeting grip. 

d equal or better priority scores than 226 
s that were funded. 

Grant administrators are responsible for annually revi@w- 
ing ongoing research grants for scientific progress, budgetary 
matters, and overall direction of research. The grant 
administrators we spoke with do not make critical reviews of 
noncompeting research grants to identify ongoing grants which 
might have less scientific merit or public benefit than com- 
peting grants that are approved but unfunded,, 

The need for‘NIR to continually assess the expected 
benefits of funding a noncompeting multiyear research grant 
is also evident from the number of grants that are not 

1 NIEHS does not use normal.ized scores. 
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funded after the. grant Ferisd expires. During fiscal year 
1974, the three institutes did not fund 44 percent (223) 
of the multiyear traditional research grants whose terms had 
expired and fox which renewal applications had been submitted. 
Of these grantsp 180 were approved, but they did not have 
sufficient scientific merit to warrant support considering 
fundir.9 limitations of the respective institutes. NIH study 
sections disapproved the remaining 44 research grants. 

The following table shows the number of competing re- 
newal research grants that were approved and funded, approved 
and unfunded, and disapproved by each of the three institutes 
in fiscal year 1974. 

Approved-funded Approved-unfunded.Disapproved Total 
NO. Percent No. Percent - No. Percent 30. Percent 

NIEHS 15 42 
NIAID 132 56 
NICHD 133 58 

Total g& 56 

The reasons NIM 

16 44 5 14 36 100 
91 38 15 6 238 100 
73 32 23 1Q 229 100 - - 

' 180 36 g 8 - 503 100 

study sections gav-2 for disapproving the 
43 grant applications shown above included (1) lack of detail 
in the grant proposal, (2) lack crf research technique, (3) 
poor research design, and (4) poor progress under previous 
grant awards. FOK the 3 institutes, 14 grant applications 
were disapproved primarily on the basis of poor research 
progress in prior years. NIH had supported these 14 research 
grants for an average of 3 years. The individual grants had 
run as long as 6 years* and, in total, NIH awarded grant funds 
of at least $1.1 million to support these grants. 

We reviewed the priority scores of the 16 approved and 
unfunded competing renewal applications for NIEHS, the 9i 
for NIAID, and the 73 for NICND. NIEHS funded grants during 
fiscal year 1974 with priority scores of 212 or lower, and 
10 of the 16 approved unfunded competing renewals had scores 
of 300 or more. NIAID funded grants with scores through 249, 
and 32 of the 91 approved unfunded competing renewals had 
scores of 300 or more. NICHD had 22 of its 73 applications 
with normalized priority scores of 300 or more. 

-LACK OF GUIDANCE FOR 
REVIEW OF ONGOING &SEARCH 

After a research grant has been funded, the NIH grant 
administrator, who has a scientific background, is to pro- 
vide overall surveillance and managem.+nt until the termination 
of the grant. Ongoing research is monitored primarily through 
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(1) annual progress reports;t which accompany the continuation 
application for a noncompeting award, (2) publications result- 
ing from the supported researchp and (3) personal contact with 
the grantee. The progress report is the most important 
instrument in monitoring ongoing research. Progress reports 
for ongoing research are reviewed to determine (1) significant 
research developments and (2) departures from the original 
technical objectives or unusual circumstances that could 
impede the progress and successful completion of the re- 
search. 

No written guidelines exist, howeverl to delineate 
specific tasks or functions to be done by grant administrators 
during their review of annual progress reporta for ongoing 
research. Grant administrators said their review of these 
reports was, for the most part, discretionary, resting on 
their professional judgment. 

Although the grant administrators at the three institutes 
appeared to be making similar reviews, we could not evalcate 
';he extent or intensity of the reviews.. because grant adminis- 
trators are not required to document rhem or make formal 
written comments about the progress of the research. 

.One institute.direcror said progoess reports often do 
not contain sufficient information to enable a meaningful 
evaluation of ongoing research. Some progress reports are 
adequately preparkd I while others may lack sufficient 
technical information to assess pro~2ess by grantees. One 
igrant administrator explained that (1) instructions for 
preparing progress reports are not specific and (2) grantees 
spend a minimum of time in preparing these reports. PrloSGt 
grant administrators we talked with said the length, detail, 
and completeness of progress reports vary among grantees. 

If NIH grant ad,ministrators critically reviewed non- 
competitive multiyear research grants with respect to their 
current scientific merit and research progress, the funds 
from some noncompetitive grants with poor progress might have 
been withheld and applied to competing unfunded grant appli- 
cations. For instance, in NIAID alone, $134,000 could have 
been directed to other projects in fiscal year 1974 if the 
funding of five research grants , which ultimately were dis- 
approved by the study sections due to poor progress, had 
been withheld during the last year of support. Of course, 
additional funds would accrue the earlier action is taken to 
withhold grant funds. 
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NIH can terminate research grants under thtr Code of 
Federal Regulati~ws (45 CL?“R 74.114), which states: 

,’ . 
"the grantirag agency may terminate any grant in 
whole B OK in part, at any time before the date 
of comp%etaon, whenever it is keermined that 
the grantee has materially failed to comply with 

. the terms and conditions of the grant.” 

Otherwise, .NIB can snby terminate a grant with the consent 
of the grantee. A grantee, h3weverr may terminate a re- 
search grant at any time. 

Failure to ctxipf,y with i!?? terms ;L.nd conditions of a re- 
search grant includes (1) performing research not originally 
approved, (2) misuse of Government funds, and (3) the prin- 
cipal researcher leaving the institution to which the grant 
was or iginallly awarded. We were also advised that NIH cannot 
terminate a research grant due to poor research progress. As 
a result, neither the Department of Wealth, Education, and 
Welfare non EIEB terminates a research grant or revokes the 
funding sf a sresearch grant, in the interest of the Govern- 
mentl except as stated above. 

An HEW legal opinion in 1969 stated tha<. "there is no 
*qay to require a grantee not to expend funds already 
granted * * *(I unless the grantee has done something wrong. 
This document also pointed out '"that because of the project 
period conceptr funds unexpended * * * [in one fiscal year] 
would still be available for expenditure in a subcquent 
fiscal year within the approved project period.'* According 
to an NXH official responsible for policies and procedures 
for research grants, this means NIH cannot terminate a grant 
for poor research progress and cannot rescind funds already 
awarded to a granCeec even though poor research progress is 
evident. Although NIH may choose not to award future funds 
under a research grant" he stated NPW cannot reduce the 
approved project period during which previously awarded 
funds can be obligated by the grantee.. 

. Under existing regulations, NIH cannot terminate research 
grant support, although continuation of a project may not 
reasonably be expected ,to benefit the public. For example, 
if a cure for a disease were found or other research break- 
throughs occurrede NIH could not end grant support of projects 
having similar objectives before their normal expiration. 

In 1969 NIW attempted to amend the Federal regulations 
governing research grants to include additional authority to 
terminate research grants in such cases. It provided that 
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the Secnzta~y of HEW could tmminate a grant whenever he 
de'cermined tks$ <*he aavsQee 0% medical 8P scientific knowl.- 
edge, the prcgress of medicine or health-related sciences, 
OK national health needs were such that a project's con- 
tinuation could no longer contribute to these purposes. 

The intent of the proposed amendment was to recognize 
that "today's research may be rendered obsolete by tomorrow's 
discoveries and that the necessity of health-related research 
varies in accordance with * * * the state of the public 
health." Although PJIH desired to incorporate this provision 
into the Federal regulations, it was rejected at the secre- 
tarial level of HEW in 1979 as being detrimental to the 
security and stability of grantees. NZH still cannot texmi- 
nate research grants solely on the basis of public interest 
or convenience of the Government. 

Although the 1969 legal opinion indicated that HIH could 
withhold future funds from a grantee0 grant administrators 
at the three institutes reviewed differed as to what action 
they would take regarding poor progress and whether or not 
MIH had a legal obligation to continue funding a grantee for 
the entire project period. 

For example, one grant administrator at NEEMS said' 
documents sent to a grantee, such as the notice of grant 
award and palicy statements on early terminations, make the 
institute morally liable to fund researclia grants for the 
approved project period. Another official at the 'same insti- 
tute believed RlIH was legally obligated to continue funding 
a grantee for the entire project period. However2 some 
grant administrators at NICHD indicated that they would 
initiate remedial action, such as withholding funding, against 
a grantee if poor research progress were evident. At NIAID, 
we were told that leverage would not be used against a grantee 
once funds had been awarded. Some grant administrators 
believed the Government"s only recourse for these grants was 
to disapprove them when they again competed for funds. 

In contrast to NIX's policy of not terminating research 
grants, two other research organizations we visited--the 
Department of the Army Research office and the North Carolina 
Science and Technology Research Center--will terminate on- 
going grants if it is in their best interest. For example, 
one organization terminated an ongoing grant because it found 
that two r,rantees were doing the same research. Officials in 
both organizations believed that a policy of not terminating 
research grants, to protect the security and stabil',ty of 
grantees, can only be a disadvantage to the granting organiza- 
tion. Depart.ment of hrmy regulations provide that the Govern- 
ment can terminate a grant and that the grantee will repay the 
Government the uncommitted balance of all grant funds awarded, 
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1  NEED FOR CONSISTEXT F&.NKING OF 
I COMPETING StESEARCH GFtANT -PLICWTIONS 

After the NIN study sections review a competing research 
grant application and assign a priority score on the basis of 

/ scientific merit, the research institutes use either the ; * raw score or normalization techniques for selecting which 
b applications should be funded. Normalization is based on the 

belief that different study sections have a tendency to 
consistently assign relatively good or relatively poor 
priority scores, ar.d the raw scores are, in effect, normalized 
to offset this tendency. 

Because a grant application is funded depending on its 
relative ranking with applications from all study sections, 
an NIH advisory committee considered normalization a necessity. 

In 1973 the normalization evaluation committee, which 
evaluated the normalized scoring system, recommended that (I) 
the normalized score be adopted as the official NIH score and 
(2) only this score be used for ranking applications reviewed 
by study sections. 

At the time of our review, both the raw and normalized 
scores were being used to rank research grant applications. 
Six of the 11 NIK institutes tiere using norwalized scores, 
while the other 5 were using the raw scores. Even though the 
normalization evaluation committee pointed out that using 
normalized scores could not be effective as long as some 
major awarding components were not using it, NIH has not 
required its institutes to adopt the normalized scoring system. 

The committee also pointed out that, although only a 
few applications would actually experience a change in funding 
status, the fact that one application is funded at the ex- 
pense of another cannot be regarded as trivial. While a 
grant application might be funded if normalized priority 
scores were usedl it might not be funded if raw scores were 
used. For example, at NIEKS, raw priority scores are used 
to rank grant applications for funding. Of 81 grant appli- 
cations with priority scores 50 points higher and 50 points 
lower than the cutoff score necessary for funding by NIEHS 
in fiscal years 1973 and 1974, 6 applications totaling 
$291,800 were not funded on the basis of raw scores but would 
have been funded if normalized priority scures had been used. 
Instead, five other applications totaling $243,000 were funoed. 
Although these five applications had greater scientific merit 
on the basis of raw priority scoxes, they had less scientific 
merit when normalized scores were used as the basis for 
evaluation. 

. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

NIH diligently tries to insure. that the scientific merit 
of each grant applkation is assessed before funds are com- 
mitted to a project. 

In our opinion, NXB could better assure that the grants 
being funded were those with the greatest scientific merit 
if a system were developed to identify noncompeting grants 
having less scientific merit than approved unfunded competing 
grant applications. This system could use normalized priority 
scores. Once a system is developed to identify noncompeting 
grants with less scientific merit than approved unfunded 
competing applications, noncompeting qrant funding should not 
be automatically discontinued, since other factors may make 
it desirable to continue the funding. We believe, however, 
that the advantages and disadvantages of continuing to fund 
such noncompeting grants should be assessed before funds are 
denied to applications with greater scientific merit. 

For such a system to be effective, NIH will also have 
to require all institutes to use normalized priority scores 
in funding grant applications for scores to be compared from 
one year to another, In addition, by permitting institutes 
to fund grants on the basis of raw priority scores, NIH cannot 
assure that the biases of the individual study sections are 
being eliminated and that competing grant applications with 
the greatest scientific merit are being funded. 

Also 8 the regulations sk~uld be changed tc permit grants 
to be ter-linated in cases when better applications could be 
funded or the research is no longer of public benefit. In 
addition the regulations should require the grantee to make 
reasonable progress as a material condition of grant ger- 
farmance. 

Federal regulations preclude the termination af multi- 
year research grants,, except when the grantee has not complied 
with the terms of the grant. Because of this policy, even 
if grant administrators were to identify onpoing research 
they believed to be unnecessary oc duplicative, the grants 
could not be terminated. 

We recognize that, except for not being able to rescind 
funds that were approved in the early part of the grant 
period, withholding funds ar.d actually terminating funds 
differ very little. Grant administrators differed, however, 
on NIH's obligation to a grantee during the grant period. 
A change in the requldtions would clarify and resolve NIH's 
obligation to grantees. 

NIH does not have specific instructions for grant 
administrators who annually review noncompeting grants. The 
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type and extent of the review given depends on the individual 
grant administratorsc professional judgments. Kn addition p 
NKH does .not provide .sgecific guidelines to grantees on what 
should be included in the annual scientific progress reports 
submitted to NIti. tie believe that far~ulating staeh instrue- 
tions will enhance both the quality and depth of the annual 
rev1ew.s by :dIH grant administrators. 

We proposed that the Secretary of NEW change the regu- 
lations for terminating research grants to permit selective 
termination of grants when 61) progress is poorp (2) better 
applications could be funded, OP (3) the research is no 
longer of public benefit. We also proposed that he require 
the Director of NIH to: 

--Develop a system to identify noncompeting research 
grants with less scientific merit than approved un- 
funded competing applications and to assess which 
grants should be fundea. 

--Establish specific guidelines delineating what should 
be included in the annual scientific progress report 
and instructions to grant administrators on how to 
review noncompeting grants. Written comments on such 
reviews should be incorporated into the official grant 
files. 

--Clarify the specific= authority of grant administrators 
to withhold funds and disseminate such information to 
all research grant officials. 

--acquire all institutes to use normalized priority 
scores in funding research grant&. 

HJkJ COElMENTS AND OUR EVALUA’EIOW 

HEW generally disagreed with our proposals (see app, I) 
and stated that implementing them 

--woulCr require major alterations in NIH program prac- 
tices and pnilosophies, 

--would be extremely costly, with little prospect of 
appreciable benefits, and 

--might seriously damage the NLH extramural program. 

. 
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we believe HEW can implement QUH recommendations in a far 
sinpler and more effective manner than it has indicated, 
with little or no additional cost. we contirhue to believe 
that proper implementation of our recommendations would re- 
sult in mire meritorious grants being funded. 

HEW disagreed with our proposal and offered the follow- 
ing reasons for continuing the present methods fqr funding 
grants. 

Rriori.ty scores are subjective I that is, not exact in- 
dicators of the scientific merits of grant applications. 
Real differences among the scientific merits of grant appli- 
cations are probably reflected by diEierences of 30 QL more 
points in priority scores. 

Terminating grants early would result in a failure to 
honor previous commitments and create an undesirable in- 
stability within the biomedical community. 

The productivity of grants correlates with the original 
review judgments of the ,peer review groups. In addition, the 
approval rate for competing renewal applications is signifi- 
cantly higher than the rate for new grant applications, thus, 
confirming that the peer review groups screen out most new 
grant applications not likely to succeed. 

Most projects take 2 to 3 years to produce the tangiole 
results needed to evaluate progress, and 3 years is the 
average duration of a grant recommended by peer review groups. 
Gr.antees funded for 3 years submit a renewal application 
aoout 1 year before the project period expires. This makes 
the first 2 years of the research available to tne peer re- 
view groups for consideration. 

To monitor I evaluate, and judge grantee progress with a 
view toward termination would require the quality, quantity, 
and variety of expertise now contained within the peer review 
system used for assessing competing grant applications. 
review of ongoing grants by NIH scientists could not be 

The 

highly detailed because of their heavy workload. Large com- 
mitments of staff to evaluate progress are not justified be- 
cause not that many projects would be identified for termina- 
Lion. 

We agree with HEW’s comment that priority scores only 
indicate scientific merit and suggested in the report that 
priority scores be used to identify noncompeting grants that 
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should be considered for termination. we fllK therr 3;ugges%ed 
that normakized priority 3coE-es would be psrticulaKky valu- 
able POE this purp03e because they mea3uE8 peerr K@V%E?W judg- 
merits and can be compared among rehe various Kevkcw groups. 
After such grants are identified, they 2mm.d ba ft.m$her 

i 
asscs3ed, no& bE?rmiwated automatically, bsfoEze fcswds er:e 

;. 1 denied to applica@ions wikb grm3eer scientific mebit. 

/ rn additisn, because flEW beBieve3 that real difference3 
/ in scientific merit are seflectex! by differences of 30 OK 

. more points in priority scores~ it could use the 30 point 
difference to identify those grants that ahosalld be .further 
assessed * Of the 126 nowcompeeing funded gKara& appkications 
we identified as having equal or worse priority scores than 
competing applications not funded (see pe 6), 28 had priority 
scores which differed by 30 or more points than some compet- 
ing grants not funded D Based upon HEWP3 c63mmerrts, the scien- 
tific merit differed among these 28 grants and the grant ap- 
plications which were not funded, 

During the hearings before the Senate Committee on Ap- 
propriations in 1975, officials from 3evera.l NIH institutes 
stated that at the proposed budget Pevelp %hey would not fund 
lower prioritq noncompeting grants. AccQ~d.ing to officials 
from t&c two institutes we contac%cd regarding these state- 
ments, they would first considee priori%y scores in selecting 
noncompeting grants for wi%hho%dinq action and then consider 
faceors 3uch as'productivity and importance of the projects. 
Those grants with the WOE-S% pKioKity scores would probably 
be the ones from which funds would be withheld. Such use 
of priority scores in considering noncompeting grants for 
termination would be consistent with our proposal. 

We agree with HEW's statement that cutting off funds 
for noncompeting grants would result in failure to honor 
previous commitments, because current regulations restrict 
HEW's anility to terminate grants. Under current regula- 
tions, which we proposed be changed, BEW can unilaterally 
terminate a grant only if the grantee has materially failed 
to comply with the terms and conditions of a grant. HEW 
could change its regulations to (1) clearly require the 
grantee to make reasonable? progress as a material ConditiGn 
of grant performance, (2) permit termination when signifi- 
cantly better applications, as evidenced by priority scorns, 
could be funded, and (3) permit termination where research 
ceased to be of important public benefit. If the regulations 
were changed and future grantees were notified that HEW re- 
serves the right to terminate grants in such instances, HEW 
could redirect the remaining funds to better applications. 

. 
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Officials in two other research organiaatlsws that can 
tepmPnatk2 lgrants said this authority had no effect on the 
quantity and quality c-d their qrawk applicstions and that 
their orgawizatioI:J ret eive many more applications than can 
be funded. The relatively few grants that would be affected 
by our ~ro~osals (using NEW's criteria of when real differ- 
ences in scientific merit ape reflected by priority scores) 
would not appear to adversely affect the stability of the 
scientific ccmmunity. 

BEW'S comments OR the value of the peer review groups 
for screening out applications not likely to succeed and the 
productivity of approved grants seem to strongly support our 
proposal. For NIH not to fund an application of greater 
scientific merit in the judgment of the peer review groups 
in favor of an ongoing grant with lesser scientific merit 
means that NIN is not even considering funding those a?pli- 
cations with the highest productivity potential. 

HEW's comment concerning the time required to evaluate 
the progress of a grantee seems to refer to the assessment 
that would be required of those grants with less apparent 
scientific merit than the applications that could not be 
funded. MPH should use the latest information available-- 
such as progress reports or renewal applicatiu,bs submitted 
before the project period expires--to determine tihether the 
grants should be terminated. As noted by HEW, renewal ap- 
plications, including the status of the first 2 years of workl 
are submitted to NIH about 1 year 'before the project period 
expires. The peer review groups use this data to approve cf 
disapprove the appiication and to award it a priority score. 
Such evaluations do not affect the project period oE the 
existing grant, just the new grant being applied for. Such 
information could be used to assess.whether the current grant 
should be terminated, 

Other information to be considered in terminating a 
grant is the amount of funds not yet obligated by the 
grantee which could become available to NIH for funding 
applications with significantly qreater scientific merit. 

If NIH would prefer to have the advice of the peer re- 
view groups in determining whether to terminate grants with 
less scientific merit than unfunded applications, we would 
agree with them. We do not believe our proposal would re- 
quire a large increase in staff, as staEed by HEW, if prior- 
ity scores were used to screen grants for further assessment. 
If HEW assessed those ongoing grants with priority scores of 
30 points or more than competing applications that could not 
be funded, only 28 grants in the institutes reviewed would 
have had to be studied further in fiscal year 1974. This 
would not appear to place an unreasonable burden on NIIt 
grant administrators or the peer review groups. 
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Since grantees might not have guidelines for annual re- 
porting, HEW agreed to have %IH survey the ude of structured 
progress reports and, if necessary8 develop instructions for 
grantees to use in preparing such reports. HEW also agreed 
that MIH staff lack formalized MIW-wide instructions for 
reviewing progress reports and taking appropriate actions 
on problems. HEX agreed to have NIB develop appropriate 
NIH-wide instructions, 

HEW stated that because of limited staff NIH cannot 
deter-sine the merit of scientific progress each year for 
14,003 projects by reviewing annual progress reports. It 
can only be assured that the research continues within the 
scope of the original project and that the investigator has 
shared with NlIH the findings made during the previous year. 

HEW saw no need for I or appreciable benefits to be 
gained from, the scientific staff preparing written comments 
on their review of progress report s unless they determined 
that problems exist. HEW further stated that while program 
staff already document problems they have identified and re- 
sulting actions, it will require that grant files be appro- 
priately documented when problems are encountered, Most 
scientist administrators we contacted sa@ they handle such 
problems orally. Therefore, the need for NIPI to require that 
grant files be appropriately documented is more significant 
than %eEd indicated - 

We have not reviewed the adequacy of NiH staffing but 
we believe Niti must assure itself that the 14,800 projects 
involving millions of dollars annually are making satisfac- 
tory progress toward the goals specified in the grant appli- 
cations. To alleviate the workload, NIH could develop a 
simple form requiring the grant administrator to indicate 
whether the grantee’s progress is excellent, satisfactory, 
fair, or poor and to provide a short notation explaining the 
position. This would help NIH officials compare the per- 
formance of grantees and could be t!sed with ether indicators 
for determining whether the grant should be terminated. 

Proposal to clarify authority of 
grant administrators to withhold funds --I__- 

HEW agreed with our proposal and said the Division of 
Grants and Con?racts, Office of the Assistant Secretary for 
Health, has begun developing guidelines in this area for use 
throughout the Public Health Service. 



BEW di.6 not agKfi?e with QUK praposaal tQ permit selec- 
tive termination of grants in CX%X?B WhG2!32 (1) thE?re iS POok 
pmgress, (2) bettctr applications could be fhknf3ed, or 
(3) the reseaKCh is no longee of pubEic bem2fi.t. I& stated 
that existing regulatisns and policies permit the grantor to 
unilaterally terminate the support of a project when a grantee 
fails to show satisfactory pKogrcss and for other KeaBQBISp 
including a determination that %he KeseaKsh is RO %ongeK of 
public beneEi.t . Since NIB must appH”ove at the end of the 
yearn: the funds a grantee CarPies over:, HEW said MXB can pre- 
vent a grantee from carrying over mexpended funds. BEW did 
not specify under what connditions such a mechanism can be 
used. 

HEW stated that grants do not often need to be termi- 
nated. Because of the way grants are approved and funded, 
HEW said that grants of poor quality or lacking relevance to 
important health problems are seldom encountered, 

we de nc?t agree with BEW’s statement that existing 
policies and regulations provide the authority for MIA to 
unilaterally terminate a grant because the research is no 
longer of public benefit. They do not, for example, allow 
HIH to terminate when recent scientific developments or 
other events result in research being no longer of public 
benefit c Further P they do not specifically provide that 
tiIH can unilaterally terminate a grant when progress is poor. 
The sources BEW cited show that WI& can withhold funds under 
such conditions but that a grant can be terminated only if 
the grantee has materially fsiled to comply with the terms 
and conditions of the grant. We noted that reasonable prog- 
ress is not routinely made i material term and condition of 
the grant award. We beliex I-KEW should revise its regula- 
tions to clearly state the conditions under which it can 
terminate a grant. 

We do not believe that MIH can prevent a grantee from 
spending funds already awarded. As stated on page 9, an 
opinion by XEW’s legal counsel stated that a grantee can ex- 
pend funds already granted unless the grantee has done some- 
thing wrong m An NIH official responsible for policies and 
procedures for research grants said that, although NIH may 
choose not to award future funds under a research grant, NIH 
cannot reduce the approved project period during which pre- 
viously awarded funds can be obligated by the grantee. We 
believe that termination authority is the only means avail- 
able for NIS to prevent a grantee from obligating grant funds 
that were awarded during the budget year. 
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HEw@s comment that grants af poor qua]-ity or lacking 
relevance to important health problems are seldom encountered 
may very well be true. 
however, 

Once such grants are encountered, 
NIH presently cannot terminate them. 

the term “poor quality’” is relative. 
In addition, 

As shown on page 6, 
126 funded grants were of equal or poorer quality, ba$ed ‘on 
priority scoresp than applications that were not funded; 
118 of the 126 had priority scores indicating poorer quality 
and 2d were in the category which, 
scientific differences. 

according to HEW, had real 

Proposal to require use of normalized scores 

HEW agreed to explore further the use of normalized 
priority scores in funding research grants. HEW stated 
that I although the normalization proezss has been extensively 
studied in the past, the NIBI Grants Peer Review Study Team1 
recently established by the Djrector, NIN, to examine alI 
aspects of the N1.H peer review system, would further evaluate 
use of normalized priority scores. 

We believe a numerical ranking system is necessary as an 
aid in selecting grants for funding and that ranking by raw 
priority scores is not acceptable, because they are awarded 
by more than one stud2 section. We believ& REM should give 
priority to studying its process of normalizing priority 
scores so that one acceptable MI&-wide system for ranking 
grant applications for funding can be implemented, 

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW change the 
regulations for terminating research grants to clearly re- 
quire the grantee to make reasonable progress as a material 
condition of grant performance and to permit Selective 
termination of future grants when (1) significantly better 
applications, as evidenced by priority scOfes, could be 
funded or (2) recent scientific developments or other events 
result in research being no longer of public benefit. We 
also recommend that he require the Director, NIH, to: 

--Develop a System to identify noncompeting research 
grants with significantly less scientific merit than 
approved unfunded competing applications and to assess 
which grants should be funded. 
ence. in priority scores, 

The 30-point differ- 
which HEW considers to re- 

flect real differences in scientific merit, could be 
used to identify those grants to be further assessed. 
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--Establish specific guidelines delineal: .ng what should 
be included in the annual scientific progress report 
and instructions to grant administrators on how to 
revise noncompeting grants. Written comments on such 
reviews should be incorporated into the official grant 
files. 

--Clarify the specific authority of grant administrators 
to withhold funds and disseminate such information to 
all research grant officials. 

--Give priority to studying its process of determining 
normalized priority scores and require all institutes 
to use it. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TERMINAL RBPORTS N0T BEING RECEIVED 

Each research grant the National InStituteS of Health 
awards is made subject to the condition that the grantee 
maintain technical progress and fiscal reports and submit 
them to the awarding institute on a predetermined basis. 
In addition, grantees must certify to NIH whether or not 
inventions have been made as a result of a grant award. 
NIEi requires such reports annually and at the end of the 
total project period for ongoing grants, The reports sub- 
mi tted at the end of a project period are referred to as 
terminal reports. At the institutes rewiewed,, terminal 
reports were not being received, in part because the in- 
stitutes were not closely monitoring tne submission of such 
reports. 

Although NIB requires the institutes to contact the 
grantee to obtain delinquent reports, in some cases the 
institutes were not following this policy and in other cases 
grantees had been notified but still did not submit a delin- 
quent report. NIH continues to support researehers, even if 
they have not compli:xI with the conditions of prior grant 
awards. NIB policy does not prohibit the funding of grantees 
who have not filed delinquent reports required under other 
NIM support. 

PROBLEF4.5 IN OBTAIYING REQUI%D RE.?WRTS 

Toe terminal progress report must include a summary 
statement of progress made toward achieving the originally 
stated aims of the grant proposal, 
results, 

a list of the significant 

research. 
and a list of publications resulting from the 

According to NIH, the progress report is considered 
a valuable guide for the institutes in evaluating the work 
accomplished under the grant. If the terminal progress report 
is not submitted within 90 days after the termination of a 
grant, the report is considered delinquent. After 120 days, 
the respective institute must notify the grantee of that 
delinquency. 

The November "971 XIII guideline, which addresses terminal 
reportsl states: "A recurring problem in the administration 
of many NIH grant programs is the delinquency on the part of 
some grantees in submitting reports required as :. condition 
of the grant award." The same document directs the institutes 
to insure the submission of such reports. 
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At the end of ca%andar y@ar 1974, grantees of at least 
321 research grants were delinquent in submitting reqlaired 
repcxts to National 1wstftLlke 0% Child Health alaa Euman De- 
velopment and Naticmal InstituGc of Allergy and 1[nfections 
Diseases p PR NIGH%), 164 graRtS that h-d tC?ETliREitC?d kX?tWEX?t'l 
fi§ca!. year 1969 and fiscal year 1971 had Kd§SiRg t@?XliREi~ 
reports D In N%AfBa, for: 157 of 402 graPlts that had terminated 
iR fiSC13l. YeartS lg.?2 t3l-d 19’43, the gr; .%ees had RC?~ sirbmitted 
all the required terminal reports. At the time of our re- 
viewp IUAID officials did not know for how many of the 1974- 
terminated grants the grs3Rt632S were delPRqueRt iR submitting 
IXpOrtS D In addition, a National Institute of Environmental. 
Health Sciences official said the institute did not have a 
system to insure that terminal reports were submitted as 
required e Grantees were delinquent in submitting terminal. 
progress reports for all 21. research grants that terminated 
in fiscal year 1973 and the first half of fiscal year 1974. 

Although many grantees of NICMD and NIAID submitted 
required reports when notified by the institutes, several 
were notified repeatedly and still did not submit delinquent 
reports. In many cases, these reports were over 2 years 
delinquent, At the time of our review, the terminal progress 
report in both institutes was the one document most often 
delinquent" For example, of 40 NICHD research grants that 
terminated in fiscal year 1973, in la%e 1974, 80 percent of 
the terminal progress report s were missing while 70 percent 
of the invention statements were absent from the files re- 
viewed. Of a sample of 28 NIAED grpnts that terminated 
between Jtpne 1971 and December 1972, 20 grantees were delin- 
quent in submitting the terminal progress report. As of 
November 1974, 17 grantees still had not submitted such 
reports. 

TERMINAL PiWGRESS REPORTS 
r?JT ALWAYS COMPXEXENSIVE 

Some terminal progress reports submitted by grantees 
and accepted by the institutes did not contain information 
on all research conducted during the entire grant period. 
In some cases, an entire year's research results were not 
reported. 

If a grantee re-applies for NIR support and the applica- 
tion is disapproved, the grant expires. In these cas?s, NICHD 
and NIAID accepted the progress report, which accompanied 
the renewal application, as the terminal progress report, 
although this report did not cover the entire grant period. 
Although we were told this practice conformed with NIH policy, 
no written guidelines or policy statements sanctioned the 
practice. 
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According to NIH instructions, the competing renewal 
application, along with a progress report, must be submitted 
to NHH for consideration 8 months before the original grant 
expires fog funding not to be interrupted. As discussed 
previously, the three institutes did notfund &$%ximately 
44 percent of competing renewal research grant applications. 
This rate is similar to NHH's overall rate. The progress 
reports accepted for these competing renewal research grant 
applications that are not funded sometimes do not report on 
research accomplishments for almost the entire last year of 
NIH support. However, grant administrators in all three 
institutes said researchers normally use the last year of a 
research grant to integrate findings and arrive at conclusions. 
Accordingly, they believed the last year of a research grant 
was the most important from NIH's standpoint. 

To determine the extent that research findings were not 
fully reported, we sampled 17 terminated research grants for 
which NICHD and MAID accepted terminal progress reports. 
Institute personnel accepted 11 of these reports before the 
end of the original grant period, although they had been 
submitted with a competing renewal application. These 
grantees had. not reported the results of the research for 
the entire project period. Por example, one NICHD research 
grant ended in May 1969, but the terminal progress report 
was submitted in April 1968 with the competing renewal appli- 
cation. Thus p research results for 13 months were not 
reported. In another case, grant support ended in May 1973, 
and the progress report was submitted and accepted in August 
19./z. 

We asked L,stitute personnel why this practice was per- 
mitted. They replied that (1) they rely on the grantee to 
publish research results and, therefore, make the findings 
known and (2) grant administrators' workloads make it 
impossible to follow up on every research grant to obtain 
more complete terminal progress reports. 

RESEARCHERS IN VICLATION 
OF ONE GRANT FUNDED BY ANOTHER 

NIH has no formal system of communicating information 
within and among institutes about grantees who have not 
complied with the terms of a research grant by not submitting 
required reports. As a result, grantees who had not sub- 
mitted terminal reports under one research grant were being 
supported by NIH under another grant or contract. 

NIH requires that all grantee requests for continuing 
a noncompeting research grant be accompanied by interim 
progress and financial reports as a prerequisite for continued 
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support. jacking such reports, funding for ongoing research 
is withheld. HOk"ever reporting requirements under a completed 
grant are not requlA irei to be fulfilled as a Frr:equisite of 
support under another grant. NIB regulations ,nly state 
that, if a grantee continues to be delinquent in submitting 
a terminal progress report, the awarding institute w notify 
the grantee that it.wi.11 not fund additional grants in which 
the researcher is involved 1nti.l the report is received. How- 
ever, these regulations do uot prohibit a grantee that is 
delinquent in submitting terminal reports from obtaining 
another grant. 

We randomly selected 15 researchers with expired NICND 
grants for which terminal reports had not been submitted 
to determine if NIH was currently supporting them. Seven * 
were being funded under research grants or contracts by 
either NICHR or other institutes, although the researcher 
had not complied with the terms of a previous grant. Only 
one of the seven researchers submitted a terminal progress 
report, but even that researcher failed to submit an invention 
statement. Another researcher did not submit an invention 
statement but did submit a progress report for part of the 

.grant period when an unfunded competing renewal application 
was submitted. The remaining researchers did not submit 
competing renewal applications or terminal progress reports. 

In fiscal year 1974, these seven researchers were partici- 
pating in eight different projects supported by NIH. These 
researchers' terminal reports from previous grants were 
delinquent anyvrherc from 3 to 80 months. NICHD was again 
funding six of the seven researchers. Total support during 
fiscal year 1974 for these eight projects amounted to at 
least $1.5 million. One researcher was being supported by 
NICHD under a research grant for about $105,000, although he 
had not submitted reports on two previous grants that NICHD 
had also funded. 

NICHD personnel said no established procedure existed 
where one institute would routinely be informed of researchers, 
supported by another institute, who were delinquent in filing 
terminal reports. In addition, these personnel have not been 
requested, nor do they systematically inform institute offi- 
cials, of researchers who have not complied with the terms 
of a previous gr+nt award. 

CONCLUSIO?J$ 

At all the institutes reviewed, terminal progress reports 
and final invention statements were not being submitted as 
required u::der the conditions of the grant award. In addition, 
one institute had no way to readily identify which grants 
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had delinquent reports or which researchers were responsible 
for those reports. As a result, the research results accruing 
under some grants were not being reported to NIH. 

NIH policy does not prohibit its institutes from funding 
researchers who are delinquent in submitting reports. Conse- 
quently, NIH is supporting some researchers even though they 
are violating the conditions of previous research grant awards, 
Neither the institutes reviewed nor NIH has a system for 
coordinating and exchanging information on researchers responsi- 
ble for delinquent reports. Therefore, not funding a particu- 
lar, researcher would be difficult, even if NIH desired to do 
so, 

Because the terminal progress renort is the only document 
required under the grant that summarizes a grantee's research 
for the full grant period, we believe NIH should establish a 
system for obtaining the reports at the conclusion of the 
grant. Future funds should be denied a grantee if the termi- 
nal reports are not submitted. 

RECCNMRNDATIONS 

The Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare should instruct the Director, NIH, to: 

fb 
--k&ire all institutes to more closely monitor the 

submission of required reports when a grant expires. 

--Prohibit the acceptance of terminal progress 
reports that do not cover the entire period of 
grant support. 

--Prohibit the funding of researchers when they are 
known to be violating the terms and conditions of 
previous NIH support. 

--EstahPish an information system capable of ex- 
changlnp information on delinquent research grant 
reports among institutes. 

HEW CCMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION --II_ 
HEW agreed that terminal progress reports should be 

sumitted and that they should cover the entire grant period. 
HEW did not state what steps it plans to take to implement 
our recommendations. In addition, HEW did not respond to 
our recommendations concerning (1) not funding researchers 
who have violated the conditions of previous support by not 
submitting terminal re;tjorts and (2) the need for a system 
for exchanging information on such researchers among in- 
stitutes. 
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Since we do not how how BELA pllans to address the problem, 
prohibiting funding .af researchers why have nc t submitted 
terminal progeess reports csvering the entire period of 
grant supporct and estxbPEshing a system foe esrchanging 
informtim on such hesearchers would be effective ways 
ts get a3.L Pequired reports from gran’rees. 
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INTR-AHURAL FUZSEARM 

Nt3tional Institutes 0% Mealkh scientists conduct 
inttzamuleal tesesl~.~ch in their mm Pabesatories; The in- 
tramural reaeazch pKfBgKamsp based on a branch system, aKe 
headed by a scientific director or comparable official of 
the institute who contrcSs and directs the branches by 
allocating space, personnelt positions, and funds to each 
branch s The head of each branch reports to the scientific 
director of the institute. One or more sections, each de- 
voted to specific research areas within a scientific dis- 
cipline, may be within each branch. 

NIH has no formal procedures for initiating most intra- 
mural research projects. A number of ongoing projects were 
terminated because an independent review of the projects 
showed they were either not related to the institute's 
mission or their scientific merit was questionable. 

LACK OF FORMAL PROCEDURES FOR 
INITIATING INTRAMUR.AL RESEARCH 

Except for clinical investigations of human subjects 
and research involving hazardous ma'-.erials, NIH has no formal 
policies or procedures for initiating new intramural labora- 
tory research projects. Research.projects are not subject to 
peer review for scientific merit, as required in the extra- 
mural grant programs, and the policies and procedures used 
to start new projects are, for the most part, informal and 
are established at the discretion of each branch chief. 

New research p;lrojects in intramural research programs 
are generally reviewed through discussions between the 
researchers or principal investigator of a proposed project 
and the section or branch chief. If the princioal investi- 
gator is a branch chief, he generally approves his own 
projects. Although branch chiefs discuss the initiation of 
research projects with the institutes' scientific directors, 
in some caszs this is not required and projects generally 
receive no higher approval than that of the respective 
branch chiefs. None of the institutes reviewed required 
written justifications or research plans. 

Although a few branch chiefs had independently estab- 
lished formal controls over the initiation of research within 
their own branches, most branches did not require new proj- 
ects to be subject to peer review before they were begun. 
Howeverr some branch chiefs said a branch chief might not 
have the expertise necessary to assess the scientific merit 
of all projects planned by the researchers they supervise. 
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According to branch chiefs who had instituted formal 
procedures, written research plans force a researcher to 
articulate research goals and methods to be used and provide 
documentation upon which assessments can be made. One branch 
chief sai d formal research plans and peer review of proposals 
were essential to good management. 

In the National. Institute of Child Health and Human 
Development, one branch requires a researcher to submit a 
written plan before a new research project is initiated. The 
plan is reviewed and criticized by the researcher's peers 
within the branch. If this peer group disapproves of the 
proposed project, it will not be funded, The chief of this 
branch said the peer review group annually disapproves about 
six projects after receivi,?g his tentative approval. 

In the 3 institutes reviewed, only 3 of the 19 branch 
chiefs required written plans before the laboratory 
research project was initiated. Thirteen branch chiefs 
discussed projects with researc hers before they were initiated,, 
whiie two others said no approval was required. One branch 
chief required written plans if the resources to be 
committed were, in his opinion, significant. Of 50 research 
projects started in fiscal year 1974 at the National In- 
stitute of Environmental Wealth Sciences, 18 were approved 
afta~ wnritten research plans were submitted to branch 
chiefs, and 32 were informally appro&d after discussion 
with the research scientist. 

Most branch chiefs are engaged in research and, there- 
fore, can approve their own researcIl projects. During fiscal 
year 1974, 10 branch chiefs in NICHD and NIEHS were personalEy 
involved in 23 research projects. Eleven MIEHS proje-ts 
alone cost about $528,000 in fiscal year 1974. 

The board of scientific counselors within each institute 
is appointed by the Director, NIH, under the authority of 
the Public Health Service Act. The board consists of leaders 
in basic and clinical research, and its function is to ad- 
vise the institute director on scientific matters relating to 
intramural research programs. However, in none of the 
institutes reviewed were these boards reviewing intramural 
research projects before they were initiated. One institute 
director said the board does not review projects before they 
are initiated, because he believes scientists should have a 
minimum of outside intervention. Another official felt 
scientific freeaom was necessary for researchers to function. 
We were also tol.d that the limited number of board members 
made it difficult to insure the expertise necessary to review 
ail intramural research projects. 
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The institutes’ current methods of initiating intramural 
re~eareh pre'eets eoa~ld be improved %o better insure the 
allscatfon 6 2 res6urces to em highest quality @f research 
otherwise atitainable. For exampkp NIEMS officials termi- 
nated 14 projects during fiscal years 1973 and 1954; 11 for 
rc?aEmnE3 of %ow Kesaarch priority @onsbdering avai%abls 
reIouKcef3o These 1s. projects las$ed fean 2 to 6 years and 
cost ab%sat $I,% wiPafon efme they were terminated. at the 
same ine$ itiut3i? p the board of scientific couwseEors reviewed 
the work 0E 32 scientists during fiscal year 1974 and found 
'Ihat s were dcing research (I.) not CliPcctly related to the 
inskitutets misr;ion or (2) of questionable scientific merit. 
None of the projects tegminaQ@d had been slabmitted to peer 
review aad formally approved on the basis of written research 
plans before they Wehe started. 

Although the board of scientific counselors at NICIiD 
generally praised the research efforts reviewed during fiscal 
year 1974, they criticized the work of some scientists as 
being of questionable scientific merit. The scientific 
directors of both institutes generally agreed with the 
opinions of the boards and followed their recommendations 
by terminating the projects in question or taking other 
corrective action such as redirecting the research. 

MONITORING AND EVALUA'PI~G, ONGOING RESEARCH 
-S 1MPROVEMi:~T 

Ongoing intramural research projects were monitored and 
evaluated through various means, some of which were common 
to each insti,abe. 

The institutes usually monitor intramural research 
projects informally with, for example, daily contacts and 
discussions between section and branch chiefs and individual 
scientists. The institutes were also using research seminars, 
involving intramural scientists, at which researchers pre- 
sented their work to their peers for review and discussion. 
However, the institutes had no formal requirement that these 
seminars be held nor any prescribed format detailing which 
researchers would present particular research projects or 
how often. The seminars operated largely at the discretion 
of branch chiefs. 

Research programs are formally reviewed by the board of 
scientific counselors at each institute, Officials at NICtID 

* and PJIEHS told us that the boards, which meet semiannually, 
review all intramural research programs within a particular 
institute every 2 years. The National institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Diseases board of scientific counselors reviews 
all Drograms within a 4-l/2-year period. Only two boards-- 

. 
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NIEHS and NICHD--however, were reviewing individual research 
proj.ects or the work @L individual scientists. The other 
board was reviewing overall program direction of the in- 
tramural progrhns y 

The MIAID board of scientific counselors was not review- 
ing ongoing research in detail but in 1974 recommended that 
a peer review group for intramural research programs be 
established to evaluate the scientific merit of work done by 
intramural researchers. A November 12, 1974, NIAID docllment 
states that "the Board of Scientific Counselors cannot be 
regarded as a peer review group and that there are inadequa- 
cies in the present NIH system to deal with the problem of 
allocation of resources * * *.' As a result, an NIAID 
official s&id that beginning in June 3976, consultants 
will be obtained on an ad hoc basis to help the board of 
scientific counselors make peer reviews of individual 
scientists' work. The consultants will be chosen for their 
special knowledge in the fields to be reviewed. 

As shown in the preceding section, several projects were 
found to be of low scientific merit or not related to the 
institute"s mission, after the NICHD or NIEHS boards reviewed 
specific research projects. 

CONCLUSIBI3S 

NIEHS, NICHD, and NIAIR spent approximately $43.2 million 
for intramural research i-1 fiscal year 1974. Most research 
projects FptJere initiated without formal peer review and ap- 
proval. In addition, some projects were approved by the 
same scientist who did the research. 

Reviews of ongoing research by the boards of scientific 
counselors indicate that NICHD and NIEHS have funded research 
of questionable scientific merit and relevance to the insti- 
tute's mission. At NIAID, reviews of individual research 
projects were not being made at the time of our review. 

In our opinion, peer review of intramural research proj- 
ects before they are initiated, as well as when they are 
active, is essential to insuring that NIH's limited resources 
are most effectively and efficiently used. Although informal 
mechanisms being used appeared .to be beneficial, such systems 
have not been successful in making best use of research funds. 

We proposed that the Secretary or the Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare instruct the Director, NIH, 
to require that written plans for all intramural research 
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projects be reviewed and appraved by a peer review group 
before research projects are initiated and -hat reviews be 
made of specific ongoing research projects. If augmented 
by ad hoc consultants, the boards of scientific counselors 
could do this. 

HEW did not agree with our proposals and stated that 
the only justification for changing the management of the 
intramural research program would be that it was not 
successful. REW stated that, by any measurement, the in- 
tramural program has produced extremely well. HEW stated 
that the present system of management is better because it 
includes (1) a continuing review of ongoing projects, (2) 
carefully selecting people for employment, promotion, and 
conversion to permanent status, thus assuring high quality 
people, and (3) a decisionmaking process concerning the 
quality and priority of research each tims equipment is pur- 
chased or a technician is assigned. 

HEW also stated that an advantage of the intramural 
research program is that it provides scientists with the 
freedom to pursue long-term research without submitting 
applications D If this advantage were taken away, many top 
scientists would be lost to other organi%ations offering 
better benefits. 

HEW stated that the cost of an outside peer review 
system, plus its destructive side effec’s, would far outweigh 
the good to be achieved by weeding out a few lower priority 
projects. A peer review system would not be able to respond 
quickly to scientists awaiting approval of their work. HEW 
also stated that the projects terminated early do not indizate 
a weakness in the system but a strength. 

We did not intend to suggest in our recommendations that 

--the quality and productivity of intramural research 
is lower than research conducted through the NIH ex- 
-tramural program or at any institution other than 
NIH that conducts biomedical research, 

--NIH abandon the management practices It now uses, or 

--NIH had to use outside groups to approve a project 
before it was started (this was mentioned as one 
possible approach). 

. 
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We did int*od that management of the intramural program 
be improwed by requiring scientists to submit written-plans 
for apprcoval before projects started to avoid research in 
an area that should not be performed or could be better 
aesigmea. If NEW wanted to use intramural scientists :o 
review the research plans of theis peersp the results would 
benefit both the researcher and management. For example, 
one branch chief requires written plans from researchers 
and that researchers' peers within the branch review and 
criticize the plans. The branch chief stated that, as a 
result, some projects were disapproved by the peers after 
he had given tentative approval. We believe that such a 
system has merit. 

Why would top scientists leave N‘sH if they were required 
to document their research plans before they initiate the 
research? They would be exposed TV expert advice from their 
peers and the quality of the research should be improved. 
Such a procedure is not required by EdIMp but some branch 
chiefs do this to manage their research work. 

We agree with HEW that early termination of certain 
projects indicates a strength in the review of ongoing 
research by some institutes. For example, some projects 
were terminated early when the board of scientific counselors 
found the research to be of low scientific merit or not 
directly related to the institute's mission. However, only 
2 of the 3 institutes were reviewing specific ongoing project-, 
through their boards. We believe that such reviews should 
be performed in all institutes. . 

After considering HEW's comments, we continue to believe 
our proposals have merit and would benefit research. We do 
not believe it would be as costly es HEW indicates, since its 
comments assumed an outside peer review group would be needed. 
In our opinion, z, peer review group of NIB scientists could 
be used for such a purpose. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Secretary, HEW, instruct thr 
Director, NIH, to require that written plans for all in- 
tramural research be reviewed and approved by peer review 
groups before research projects are initiated and th>t 
reviews be made by boards of scientific counselors of ali 
ongoing research projects. 
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CHAPTER 5 - ,I 

We made our review at National Institutes of Health 
headquarters in Bethesda, Maryland, and at National In- 
sr;itute of Environmental Health Sciences, Research Triangle 
Park, North Carolina. We reviewed 3 sf the 10 research 
institutes existing at the time of our review: National 
Institute of Child Health and Human Development, National 
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, and NIEHS. 
During our review, the National Institute of Aging, the 
11th NIH institute, was established from components of 
NICBD that had been doing research on aging. These 
branches of NICBD and related research grants are not dis- 
cussed in this report. 

We contacted officials within each institute as well as 
at the NIW directorate. We also reviewed the policies, 
procedures, and implementing regulations concerning intra- 
mural research and research grants in the extramural programs 
to determine how well these programs were being administered. 
In addition, we obtained documentation from agency files 
relative 40 individual research grants and intramural research 
projects funded in fiscal years 1973 and 1374. 

. 
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APPENDIX I 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

APPENDIX I 

AND WELFARE 

lu.R I7 1976 

Hr. Gregory J. Z&art 
Director, Manpower and 

Welfare Division 
United States General 

Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C, 20548 

Dear Hr. Ahart: 

The Secretary asked that I respond to your request for 
our comments on your draft report entitled, "Eetter 
Ccntrols Needed Over Biomedical Research Supported by 
the National Institutes of Health." The enclosed comments 
repreyent the tentative position of the Department and are 
subject to reevaluation when the final version of this 
report is received. 

.-. 

We appreciate 
report before 

Enclosure 

the opportunity to comment on this draft 
its publication. 

Sincerely yours, 
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APPEMDfW L APPENDIX 1 

COMWNTS OF THE D~P~~~~~T OF WMLTH, EDDCATIOH, AM bsELF.&RE ON THE 
COPlPTROLLER GENEi3M'S DRAFT REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 6% THE UNITED STATES 
ENTITLED "BETTER CONTROLS WEEDED OVER BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH SUPPORTED BY 
THE NATIONAL INSTITIJTES QF WEALTH" 

General Comments 

The administrative practices of almost any enterprise can be strength- 
ened or imprsved. Ml is no exception. However, u4flc it is frequently 
easy to design apparently appropriate improvements, particuiar care must 
be taken that instituting such improvements does not irreversibly alter 
the integrity of the involved organization. 

There are two categories of recommendations presented in the GAO draft 
report. ory are those which recommend strengthening current 
administrative practices. Me have generally concurred wit4 these recom- 
mendations. In the second category dre those w4ich recommend major alter- 
ations in PjIH program practices and philoscphies. Me clo not concur wit4 
implementing tkaese recommendations. We believe that implementing them 
would be extren~ely cestly with 1 itfle prospect of apprecisble benefits 
and might seriously damage both the NIH extramural and intramurai programs. 

The National Institutes of HealtR is recognized internationally as one af 
the preeminent biomedical research institutions in the world. During 
Fiscal Year 1975, MIH paid about 38 percent of t4e cost of all health 
related research and development performed in the United States. Most 
of the research funded by MIH was performed under grants and contracts 
awarded to academic and scientific institutions located throughout the 
United States and even in many foreign countries. The remainder was per- 
formed in NIW laboratories. 

During the past two decades of NIH leadership in the fields of medicine 
and relate,: sciences, the majority of the Nobel Prizes in physiology or 
medicine have been auarded t? i!nited States scientists supported at 
least partly by '.'u. 117 addi ,A-~;, since 19%?- three NTH intramural 
scientists hzvr I.‘. ;:soai the Nobel Prize. 
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GAO Recol?mendatisws 

The Secretary of HEN should requrirc the Director of MUI to i!cvcPop a sys- 
tern to identify noncompeting research grants with less scfentDFic merit 
than approved unfunded competing applications and to make an assessment 
as to which grants should be funded. 

DHE!I Comments 
'4 

Ve do not concur in this recommendation. (I) Not funding scfccted non- : 
competitive grants to provide funds for awarding new apglicat$ons would 
be both impz=+actical and %gasteful. (2) Attempting to establish and operate 
the system necessary for identifying ongti7ing prog'ects for temiwatlon 
zou?d requl:re large staff increases. (3) CuttP'ng off funds for selected 
IltJllcWil~~et~Rg grants would be very disruptive to the stability of the sclen- 
tific community. These points are elaborated on in the following. 

In view of the unknowns involved in a:1 research venturess the subjective 
rkiture of priority scores, and the Toss of resources devoted to approved, 
orqoing projects if they are prematurely terminated, there appears to be 
MI justification for terminating such projects to provide funds for new 
projects with better priority scores. To do so wcuid result in a failure 
to honor previous commitments , wculd be unsound because projects would be 
terminated before allowing time for fruition, and would destroy the faith 
of* scientists and their institutions in the stability of Federal biomed- 
ical research programs. 

&-3nts are made by NIH to support biomed ic;l research to be performed by 
Lcientists emp,loyed elsewhere. Each year, over 10,000 research and sev- 
crul thousand other grant applications are submitted to N%H. From these, 
::!I! must seiect those most likely to succeed and most relevant to its 
I~t‘O~r~ifIl 0:ijcctivcs. To assurp til?t the selection is based upon the best 
c.:\w-tise available, NIti estclbliskd the grants peer review system. 
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This system consist s of many discipline-oriented initial rt*,iew groups 
fp~~~-ally comprised of 12 to 18 experts, hired by NIH as temporary con- 
~ffltants, and a r-latioftal advisory council or board for each Bureau, 
!trstitute, or Division of NIH which awards grants. The initial rewiew 
groups consider the scientific and technical merit of each grant appli- 
cation and render their recorznendations and technical commentaries to the 
Jppropriate advisory council or board, which provides final recomnenda- 
Lions to NIH staff. WIH staff may fund only grant applications which 
wI'e approved by the councils or boards. This dual peer review system 
provides a scope and variety of expertise in all fields of biomedical 
research that NM could not effectively and economically maintain on its 
5 hff. 

F?uabers of the review grsesps make subjective .$dgments of each grant appli- 
cation. They first judge whether the application has sufficient merit for 
CIIH support. If it does, they recommend apljroval; if not, disapproval. 
There fore, ai? approved applications merit funding if sufficient funds are 
available. Te reviewers assign numerical values to each application to 
reflect their perceptions of its merit. Values are assigned on a scale 
:J: 1 to 5 with 1 being the highest priority. The assigned numbers are 
;\veracJed ta> represent a consensus judgment rather than any one individual's 
j udprcnt . 

The GAO draft report reflects the attitude that the priority score is an 
cx(tct indicator of quality and that small differences reflect real differ- 
CIICC~ in scientific merit. This is not true. Real differences in merit 
ilre probably rcflcrted by differences of 30 or more points in the prior- 
i ly scores. Differences in the scores clustered around the median ?rob- 
,thly are not significant because they are an average of judgments of 
irtrlividuals with differing opinions and degrees of expertise on the spe- 
cil'ic subjects presented in the aI)plications. Therefore, we cannot 
cr.l!rft;lsize too strongly that the ;Ir:‘ority score can be used only as a tool 
,wd should not be looked upon as (? precise! measurement. Clearly, small 
c!iI’Fcrcwes in priority scores should not be used as a basis for termi- 
rl;tling an ongoing grant awarded previously in favor of awarding a new one. 

Priority scores are only one factor considcrecl by NIH in selecting which 
c;txnt applications to fund. All applications recollrnended for approval by 
lhc councils or boards merit funGifly. X2ny factors influence which 
~~;~proved applications are selcctcd for f:!qding. Among these are: 
(1) the relative scientific merit 0 f a ;jrojcct, as indicated by its 
I,riority score together with the ~1~ fikill?d critique of it which was pre- 
IhIt-cd by the initial peer review CJWA:J; (2) the importance of a pdrticu- 
I dl’ [JrOjec: to the program objcctivrx 0: i!ic appropriate Institute or 
llivis iw; (3) the need to protect >rcvious investments in meritorious 
~nt]oirig research, as detcrmincd b; current ocer reviews; (4) the need to 
~11~0vidc opportrrni ties for new k-c., _ >C~ar~ch ant1 rcsearchcrs to enter the sys- 
L..III; 211rl (5) the amount of fun& ~?vi\il3blc. 
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Under the NIH peer WVif?W S$PStEN tkfit S%iWltff?C !tV.Yit Of CQIPip@tff?g 
re59arch grant pPop@sals and ttlE Capabil4ties Qf the o"k3ptXtfve inves- 
tiGators are incisively t?XfNl9tXd. Decisions to sq3port proposed research 
are at best '"judgment C~lls~" not guarantees of swccess ctr ewen sf 
research productiw4ty. 

!hst scientists agree that ft takes approximately two to three years for 
IIIOSS; projects to be developed enough to produce the kind sf tmgible 
results necessary to evalbtate progress. That the average period crf sup- 
port remmended by the pees 1~eview gmvlpo 5s about three years attests 
to this judgment. In most instances, sedfficient ev?dence wogld not be 
availab"!e in less time OR whfch to make intelligent funding decisims. 
tIccause it takes about eight months for a project to be reviewed, an 
award has to be for about three years if a fundjng hiatus is to be 
avoided while a v-eanewal appl4cation is uwier review. 

Rcsear&h does not pmgmos. at a csmtant rate wI$h pv-ogress corrtinur'ng 
in a straight-line fashion cummcing with the f$rst day of funding. 
During the earliest phases Of a YesearCh prOj&i Hid up until the pcrlod 
whm data analysis is fairly well advanced, there may be no mm-e to judge 
Ihm the basic considerations that r;'cre available to the Initial review 
grmp. Huch researcn which ultimately proves to be of the highest value 
in advancing medical technology, such as research on the tissue culture 
of disease-causing wiruses, has been very difiiccuft to accomplish aamd 
required many years to bring to fruition. 

The GAO report places great importance an the fact that a "considerable" 
pertion af ongoing grants are not funded again when they are submitted 
for renewa?. Because a grant is not funded as a competing renewal does 
not mean that it should nat have been funded originally or that it should 
have been terztinated earlier. If projects were always successful, they 
wlnuld not be research projects. In rcsear,:h areas failures or only par- 
tial successes have to be expected. Adequate time must be provided to 
allow a'project TV progress to the point when its relative merit and 
success can be evaluated. If adequate time is not provided, resources 
dcbvoted to the project wsuld be wasted and those scientific breakthroughs 
that are realized only near th o end of crsnt periods would be precluded. 
There is no adequate basis in NIM experience for suggesting that termi- 
nating projects after only a year or tsqo to fund netb' projects with better 
priority scores is, in fact, realistic. 

The review of competip 2 renewal applications is carried out wfth the same 
mpcrt review and deliberations as are made when selecting new grants for 
fundirrg, except that there is also a research record which can be eval- 
lld ted. Since an investfgator working on a project funded for three years 
~rtost submft a renewal application for competitive review about one year 
bt~fore the first project period tenninstes, accemplishments during the 
I irst two years of the project are available to the initial review groups. 

Copy microfilmed 
was of poor quality. 38 
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A 1974 study by the Rand Corporation showed that prcgress on ongobg 
projects is fully considered by tk! review groups when renewal reques";s 
are reviewed. 

The statement cp: page 7* of .the GAO report that 180 approved but unfund,'d 
competing renewals dfd not have sufficient scientific merit to warrant 
(underlining added) funding by the respective institutes is misJead?ng. 
If a grant is recommended for approval, by definitfon, it warrants fund 
ing, The fact is that there were not adequate funds to permit their 
funding. More than 90 percent of the competing renewals were considered 
of sufficient merit $a warrant funding. This is a significantly higher 
approval rate than exists for new grant request;, confirming that the 
initial rev.few of new proposals screens out most of those not 1Ikely to 
succeed. 

In 1964, the Waoldridge Committee, one of the many outside groups to 
evaluate the IVIM peer review system, reported that the peer review system 
was about 97 percent accurate. Furthermore, the original findings of the 
Moldridge Committee have been substantiated by the ?974 study of the NIH 
researchgrant pew review system by the Rand Corporation, which found a 
very good correlation between the productivity of MH supported research 
and the original review judgments. 

PdIH scientist administrators do use annual progress ceports as weli as 
pub1 ications to review the progress of grant-supported projects. Genera? IyS 
progress reports for regular research grants are reviewed primarily to 
determine whether the research is focused on the originally-approved sub- 
ject.. This review may not be highly detailed becac;e of the heavy wark- 
load of PSIH scientist administrators. 

Grants for centers and some program projects are intended to support long- 
term, often multidisciplinay research and development. Such activities, 
invoaving teams of researchers in both basic and clinical sciences, 
require longer periods to become fully operational. Accordingly, the MIH 
Institutes have developed various special procedures for monitoring scien- 
tific progres s and the quality of the research, involving periodic visits 
by NIH staff and consultants. workshops of center directors and their 
research staff, and local advisory groups to oversee center activities. 
A full NEH peer review is often scheduled at the end of the third year, 
for a five-year program, to assure that the investigators are told of any 

. need for improvement or modification well before the end of the project 
period. 

_ If it were ta attempt to monitor grantee progress and evaluate and judge 
that progress with a view toward terminating or withholding funding on 
less worthy existing projects, RlH wOuld have to institute similar sys- 
tems within the granting Institutes and Divisions. This would require a 

*GAO note: 'Page nmber referred to by HEN has been changed to 

reflect page number in this report. 
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Since few pEPegeet5 cm realfstically be evalua and judged after only 
a year's cp2ra%imS it doas wctt appear %ha% ma projects would be iden- 
tified far te~~~~t~~~ priw %s %he end of %heir prsjcct periods. There- 
fore, large ~~~i~~e~%s of scientiffc man wer to attempt to make such 
evaluations and ~~d~~~ts are not fus Funded projects should be 
allowed %o run for %he periods agprov by ihe peer revien commi%%ees, 
unless a project is %ermina%ed for ea such as fai 1 we to perform in 
accordance wi%h %ha terms of %he graw d. This leaves the decision 
on a psPojec%"s worth wi%hin @he peer reart sys%m where it most appro- 
priately be1 ongs. 

To accompliiih NH extra~~a~ research objectives, %he institutions in 
.wRich the rerseateh is ~o~d~~te~ must be strong and stable. Uni%a%eraP 

termination of or withhoMing of fun& for ongofng projec%s would create 
art undesirable ins%abil~ty within the biomedical community, thus destra;/- 
ing the credibility of PSIH as a major funding agency, retarding the cm- 
duct of research in Bhese ins%i:u%ions, and, most importantly, bringing 
about an wtnccessary tension in our relationships with the scientific 
6 nity uprin which we depend for research progress and medical advances. 

GAQ Recomtendati ens 

The Secretary of #EM should require the Director of NIH to establish 
specific guidelines deiinea%ing what should be included in the annual 
scientific progress report and instructions to grant administrators on 
their review of non-competing grants. GQritten comments on such reviews 
should be incorporated into the official grant files. 

DHEIJ Cments 

We concur in part with the GAO recamendations as follows: For centers 
and similar large and mltifaceted grants, most NIH programs now require 
very detailed annual progress repxts prepared to exacting specifications. 
These are reviewed in detail. Such grants are often also subjected to 
surveillance by special program advisory commit%ees or a subcamnittee of 
the appropriate Institute's national advisory council or board. Visits 
by program staff, often Gth consultant exper&s, also track progress and 
assure that the programs contfnue to meet the objectives originally 
aooroved. 
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For regular research project grant s and any center or other large grants 
for which there may not be current guidelines for ennual reporting or 
+-muaf staff review9 Nil-I will survey the use of structured progress 
reports and, if necessary, will develop instructiam for grantees to use 
in preparing such reports. 

65e agree that there i- j a Zack of FormaIized NIH-wide instructions given 
to MIH staff for reviewing Dragress reports and taking appropriaee 
actions If the material presented in a-report indicates that problems 
exist. Recognizing that individual FriIH instftutes follow their own pro- 
cedures ire reviming progress reports, MIH Gail1 develop appropriate NIli- 
wide insZmttons. Hmeter, it must be recognfzed that research does 
not progress evenly and that success or failure 'is not normally achieved 
within the span of only a few years. MIH scientific staff resources are 
limited. Therefore, it is not possible for NIH scientist administrators, 
respensible each year for about 14,030 projects, to determine the merit 
af scientific progress through revietiing annual progress reports. How- 
ever, they can assure that the research continues within the scope of 
the original project and that the investigator has shared with NH find- 
ings made during the previous year. 

Preparing written comments each time a progress report is reviewed would 

ing 
create a large workload for an already overburdened program staff. We 
see no need fLr or appreciable benefits to be gained from staff prepar 
such written comments unless they have determined that problems exist. 
Wile program staff already document problems they have identified and 
resulting actions, we will instruct that grant files should be appropr 
ately documented when problems are encountered. 

i- 

GAO Recomendati on 

The Secretary of HEW should require the Director of NIH to clarify the 
specific aUtharity of grant administrators to withhold funds and dissem- 
indte such information to a 1 research grant officials. 

DHEW Comments 

We concur with the recommendation. The Division of Grants and Contracts, 
affice of thf Assistant Secretary for Wealth, is developing guidelines 
in this area for use throughout the Public Health Service (PHS). 

However, NIH does hdve certain authority to withhold funds. The GAO 
report ctates that NIH does not have the authority to terminate a grant 
for Itpoor research progress" and that NI2 does not have the authority to 
terminate a grant on the basis of "public interest or convenience of the 
Government." We feel that these statements are erroneous. The CHEW 
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Grants Administration kianual (6%69), chapter T#lEW: l-85 permits the 
grantor to unifaterally terminate the support of cB project when the 
grantee has "failed to show satisfactory progress" and for o%her reasors 
"not necessarily wi%hfn %he grantee's Con%rolpu such 8s a de%erMnatisn 
that the research is no longer of publfc bencfd%. Under Ti%le 45 CFR 
Part 74 and GM, chap%635 DEW: l-85 and PHS: l-500, the Director, NYH, 
may stop the support of a research grant if he detemines that the grantee's 
progress does not materially conform with the terms and conditions of the 
grant award or the direc%ion of the research &as been so altered that it 
no longer is health-rela%ed or of public beneCi%. 

The report also states that "Although NLM can withhold funds from a 
grantee for the remainder of an approwed project period, i% cannot rescind 
funds that were approved but unexpended for the earlier part of the grant 
period." RIH cannot, except for cause, rescind funds thst have been 
approved bu% unexpended durfng the budge% period for which %hey were 
awarded. However, since MW must approve all carr.y-avers of funds from 
one budget period %a the next, it can prevent a grantee fro;s~ carrying 
over unexpended funds.. When MH approves carrying over unexpended fun&+ 
it generally uses %hem %s reduce future awards. 

MO Weecmmendati on 

The Secretary of HEW should require the Birec,%or of FB1D-I TV change &he - 
regulations for terminating research gran%s to permit selective termina- 
tion of grants in cases where (1) there is poor progress, (2) better 
applications could be funded, or (3) the research is no longer of public 
benefit. 

DHE!d Cments 

We disagree with the recommendation. We fee? that the existing research 
grant regulations, together with established DM'EB and PHS pofi~ies, hre 
sufficient to deal with those situations where it is appropriate to stop 
the support of a project. 

Also, we do not believe that situations dictating the need for terminat- 
ing a grant occur very often within NIH's extramural program. By limit- 
ing most research projects to abolrt three years of support between 
competitive reviews, by applying incisive peer review to all research . 
grant. Zpp"r$cations, and hy carefully selecting for funding only approved 
projects havin; potential benefit, NIH assures that research of poor 
quality or lacking relevance to important health problems is seldom 
encountered in its grant activities, 

GAO Recommendation ---- 

The Secretary of HEW should require the Girector of N!i-l to require all 
institutes to use "normalized" priority scores in funding research grants. 
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We partly concur in the GAD recsm8~3dations, as follows: 

!de agree %hat required terminal reports shsuld be submitted. TRz DHEM 
Grants Adnninistration F%anleal, chapters PHS: l-462 arrd l-42, provides 
policy guidance on grant clo~scat requirements and delinquent grantee 
reporting procedures, respectively. We plan to take steps to ensure 
the timely subission of terminal pcqre54 reports. 

We agree with the recommendation that terminal reports should cover the 
entire grant period. 

GAO Pxovmendations - ---- - 

i The Secretary of MEW should direct the Director of N1I-E to require that 
! written protocols for all intramural research projects be reviewed and 
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Ye do not CWWJP in the reeemendati~~ that i~~~~~~~~ research projects 
be reviewed and appraved by a peer review gmup psfaP tk4 the initiation 
tf research projects. t+? be1 iewe that the prcsant internal sys,tall of c0n- 
trol over intrmwal researpch 1s mere emfxmi6Ql~ cffkbent, and tfmely 
than a pee.- review system sin;3'faF to or dug?icat$ve sf 0~2 systm used 
ior awarding grants would be. The quality af the uwk of’ PIYLH s’nt~amural 
scientists as well as the prisr-ity of their mgeing research prcjec3 & 
already routinely reviewed and evaluated at sevara% "Bewels ujthin the 
3 ICI system. 

Opera%ing $he Qpe of fomalited peer rev$ew sys$m used fw auards"ng 
:iII1 grant funds is vwy costly in several ways. W%H spends ~~~s~~era~~e 
twmy in consultant fees and trawl costs for the hundreds OF outside 
154pwts it uses to review and evaluatz grant appl%catfsns. Huch high- 
1~~1 scjentific manpower is spent in reviewing t$mtI evaluatfng applica- 
!.iOflS, making needed site visits to pmgectfwe grmtees, and meeting 
Lltrec times yearly to decjde on the acceptabilfQ of grant app3ications 
atid set prios5ties on those judged acce~ts!3le. 

E!wmer, a system had to be establ ishcd trs asslsr~ that mly meritorious 
science is suppar*ted under the NI!1 grants t%xkani%m. PO meet this need 
t!~c peer rewim8 system has evolved as the best mechnism for defining 
.mti adminCstering a quality extrmrural 5Paacditzal research program 
chich is spread over a wide gcogrz?hic arca. However, it is not the 
Iat wchanism for adrninisterirq an on?oiny intramural scientific pro- 
Qjl'm. The intramural research Froyrm 9"; :;I11 is largely self-contained 
irt the geographic sense and cz.n- avz.Zl itself 8f a highly appropriate but 
I: i ffcrent rmxhanism for dcfininrJ C!rk! .x!atinistwing a quality fn-house 
r.r*5oJrch pro~rm, narue'ty continlJirag rcvim sr?d evaluation, carried out 
!~CJl.ll fOlWit?ly iS!ld iftfOPRliilly by til c scientists' calleagues and superiors. 

0111~ if the operating. NIH intrasnural systm were nat providing highly 
!wodmctive, high level research results would it appear desirable to 
tonsidcr imposing on it such a costly ~~cciltnism as outside peer review. 
t +L! PIlIt intmfwral program, F?owvw, Sy arlv method of measurement yet 
clcvisod, has produced extretwly KCI 1, rcsui ting fn very high quality 
-,cic.~btific endeavors, 

A~IA~xI to the above is our fear that il:lyosing dn outside peer review 
-.yl;tw could have serious destruct!vc I?. rf~~t~ cm the NIH intmnural 
t'ra%t!,1rch program NIH has t:do assets that bclp 4t hold first-class 

Copy microfilmed 
was of poor quality. 
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scientists. They are (I) a relatfve freedm t5 pursue resean5-i activ- 
ities, without submitt4ng for~l ~esearsh grant applications and (2) gen- 
erally good research facilities. Universities typically can outbid keBf4 
on salaries, fringe benefits, end professiona? status. If NIB% had to 
put its scientists thrcaugh the s;amc procedures that university scientists 
go through to obtain grants, we could lose many of our top investigators. 
If we lost many top investigators because they no longer had the admin- 
istrative and continuity benefits present at NIH to offset other benefits 
available elsewhere, many young scientists tiho come to NIH to work with 
and learn from such invest>gators would not come here. If these occurred, 
NM's prestige would rapidly decline and we would have destroyed a scien- 
tific system and organization that has been the heart of biozkedical 
research and training in the United States. 

The fpllowing paragraphs discuss in more detail our position on these 
GA8 recomendations. 

lntramurai MIH scientists are under the control and supervision of care- 
fully selected section and laboratory or branch chiefs who continually 
review and evaluate their ~3%. The laboratory or branch chiefs report 
to and are under the control of their instiWzes' scientific directors 
who report to their institute directors and also to the PJIH Deputy Direc- 
tor for Science9 both individually and collectively, at semi-monthly 
Scientific Directors' Meetings. % 

I 
Every time a technician is assigned or a piece of equipment purchased a 
decision is made on the quality and prioritjf of the research. The real 
reviews and decisions are made within the area of ailocating scarce 
resources. When projects do not measure up, such resources are withheld 
or negotiated downward. 

Each institute has a Board of Scientific Cotrnselors, comprised of scien- 
tists from outside NIH, which reviews in an advisory capacity the insti- 
tute's intramural research programs. These Boards were created to bring 
to bear on the various intFar&ral programs the direct views of experts 
from outside NIB. The Boards, in essence boards of visitors, were intended 
to (11 advise Institute Director-s and their Scientific Directors on 
research program designs, emckdses, and directions arId (2) review ard ?ez- 
erally evaluate scientific work under the research programs. 

NIH has considered conducting peer reviews of proposed research projects 
by the members of the Board s of Scientific Counselors. HoweveF, we feel 

. that this is an inappropriate function for them. We believe that they 
can best be used to provide evdiuarions of ongoing research programs and 
that they should indicate their views on how such programs fit into our 

1 
overall mission. 



The continuing review and eva;uation f%chanism, such as used at :dTh, has 
gained long stanciing acceptance a'n industry, commerce, and academe 
because it is: 

(1) continuous rather than episodic; 

(2) immediately responsive in allocatfng resources in the continuous 
competition for the limited budget and space available; and 

(3) dymmie and produecs viable and effecta'vc Feedback. 

AR important cmtrast cm be made between the extramural peer review 
process and the intraoral review and evaluation process. In t$e former, 
there is only pcr4od~c cqqm-tkenity far assessment of the value of research 
WOPk bci ng propased . In -the latter, there is class supevision and cork 
tinuous asseamewt by superiors, cslleapes, and associates dwiq the 
eondcct of the twv3wvzA itself, Therefore, we beliC?Qc? that the continhaing 
review and e~~~~~t~~~ mzdwnism is the best method for s~~~~rt~~~ and 
maintaining the quality of the NIM intramural prqmm. 

Uithin dntramral MIH, BPte selection and hirfng process is Zen important 
part of tPlc rna~ag~e~~ and direction of research. For ths's rezmm the 
PW intsamral orogram has developed "add-on" personnel systems, such as 
the staff Fellow ptwgram. These programs stand at the heart of the ccri- 
timing rcv'iew and evalluation mechanism described above. These programs 
provide an opportunity TV assess and measure the intellectual excellence 
of young investigators ppiw to confe sring tenure In the form of a per. 
matle?lt appoi nmnt. 

ltn the czx of staff fellows, who serve in a non-tenured capacity for 
four to five years, MIM has the opportunity to evaluate their produc- 
tivity over an extended period. If a staff fellow does not develop as 
anticipated cw his resea.rch interests are not congruent with those of 
his Institute, his appoin'ment can be terminated. Thus, NIH's granting 
of tenure carries with it the commitment to support a scientist's research 
so lsng as he is productfve. Civil Service and Commissioned Officer reg- 
ulations limit the ability to terminate the employment of an individual. 
Therefore, NIM puts great,emphasis on the initial selection pracess. 
Recommendations for conversion tcb permanent status are made to the 
Deputy 5irector for Sciience by the Scientific Directors at their semi- 
monthly meetings. S;K~ conversion is a highly selective process. Only 
about one-third of the staff fellows who completed their terms of appoint- 
ment in Fiscal Year 1935 lpjere converted to permanent status. 

Another control over the quality of RZil scientists is the review process 
follow& when a permanent scientist is proposed for pramotion to the next 
higher grade or to an administrative rank, such as $ection Head or Lab- 
ora tory Chief. Promotional decisions are discussed and debated carefully 
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. 
The Scientific Dfwc:$ws take these re$~o~s~~~~~~~e~ very seriously 
since,they provSde the major e~~~~~s of quality control across the is?tra- 
mural ~~~g~arns of &he warfous institutes at-id cont~abute ta the equity and 
cemparabi B f ty amP%tWQ uiwalent scie~tiffc ranks at NIH. Itl QFY?QaF-atiOn 

far ~~~t~g~rng thcSr ndmfnatisns to the ScfdtifSc Directors" meetings, 
individual SciewtffIc Directors ~~oro~~~~y study and investigate the 
qual;ficatiows of the scientists in question. Inputs into a decfsion 
on ~~rn~~ag~~g aw N%ti scfentist either for corave~5ion to permanent status 
or promotion fnclude discussions with his section and branch chiefs; a!n 
evaluation of his publications of original ssieMAfic articles; an exam- 
ination saf feedback from rewiews cowducted by the appropriate Board of 
Scientific CounselorsI which may have Been supplemented by ad hoc con- 
sultants; a revki4 of his pe~fo~~atace in staff seMnar presentations; 
and a review of other ma@er'P'als which may have been solicited, such as 
1 etters mm 'went scientifjc leaders outside MIM. 

The WIIW system of reviewing the quality of its scientific staff places 
great re~~~~s~~~~~ty on each Scientific Director, but this is precisely 
his respowsfbi7iQ as a Federal Science Admini~trata%. To the degree 
that We ~~~~a~r~~ scimtific pv-ograms have been of high quality and 
productivity, this mst. in large part, be attributed to the dedication, 
sensithfity, and ~~~~~e~~ of the Scient fit Directors. 

At NIM, a.key aspect of research management is the high level of the 
scientifSc expertise crf s.ection chiefs, laboratory or branch chiefs, 
and instttute scientific directors. Research seminar programs also 
serve an impsrtant~ua?ity control function at NIH. Such seminars of. 
assembled NI'H scien~fsts may be likened to the site visits made in con- 
nects'on with grant applications. In addition to continuing in-house 
reviews, the boar& of scientific counselors, bolstered as .\eeded by 
ad hoc experts* periodically review in detail the research programs of 
intramural scientists. 

Me do not believe that, as stated in the GAO report, projects being ter- 
minated indicates a weakness in +,he NIH system, rather partly its 
strength. By the very nature of resed~h, not all projects will be suc- 
cesses. Failures, or ltss than total successes, have to be expected. 
When such projects can be identified and terminated, the system must be 

- working wel?. However, severa? of the projects cited in the report were 
terminated became of shortages of resow 
into balance with athers, not because of 
In the face of limited resources we must 
studies to insure that the highest priori 
are carried out. lt IS not unusual that 
shelved because of the lack of resources 
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ces or to brjng certain programs 
lack of scientific excellence. 
continually review our ongoing 
ty and most promising efforts 
potentially good projects are 

Terminating projects does 
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not mean that they were not worthy of the Wndlllg they had a lrcady 
rccei vcd * Unfortunately, budget constraints which prevent funding 
worthwhile, potentially promising pro,jccts or progrJ% can cause gaps 
in mlr sciewtific lcnQrrledge. Often very good projects may be shelved 
b~ausc @he 'long-range benefits could not be perceived during the ini- 
tial phases. G;ven additional resources KC would fund work in many 
fl(!tlitional research arcils. 

IJlH provides an environment in which outstanding scientists can pursue 
the long-term basic and clinical rescarci! needed for solu?ions to the 
more difficult scientific problCMs. This is an environment consisting 
of an unparalleled number of scientists in many disciplines in a t‘acility 
\rith enormous technological depth and availability of specialized 
ct~~ripmrL 

One of the major virtues of the NJH intramural research program has been 
its ability to provide the environment under which scientists can pursue 
important long-term research studies without having to wrap them up pre- 
maturcfy because of arbitrary, external deadlines imposed by limited- 
duration grarlts. Such studies would be difficult to pursue under the 
cxtrSlliill'a2 sptcn, Examples of these are the long-term studies on the 
so~~llcd "~l~tb-~ir~~" dise ases and longitudinal studies on an aging 
populatiaw. Such types of research require prolonged commitment of 
rcscurces and a faith that eventually an innovative research plan will 
result in :lseful knowledge. The intramural proyran has been able to 
exploit these opportunities because of the flcxi~ility in the way we 
administw the research organization and the fact that HJH scientists 
are protected from the large time comGtment to raising money which 
increasingly faces scientists in the extramural area. 

The only justification for materially reorganizing the management of 
14111's intramural research program would be that it has not been very 
stccessful. flowever, the KItI is widely regarded as providing high scien- 
tific quality research influencing very ia:ortantly the directions of 
biomedical research elsevrhere. It scr\s'es as an important information 
arrd consultation center and as an important training institution for 3 
ywng scientists in basic and clinical research. Many of the leaders at 
the NH and in biomedical research in academic institutions get their 
start in NIli's laboratories. 

Ry imp1 ication, the GAO recomnleldstion; suggest that the qua?ity of 
extramural grant projects is better than tkt of intramural research 
projects and that, if intramwal projects were to undergo the extramural 
peer review procci"jure prior to their initiation, the quality of such 
projects would be improved and Would be similar to that of grant supported 
research. 
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Cmip%rter Horjzons, Inc., has ~~v~l~p~ a we?ghted formula fsr ~as~~in~ 
the Snfiuencc of a-tic3es published in scicntIfic journals. Using this 
formula it has developed and analyzed data of publicaticws by MIH scfcn- 
tists in the $SonsedP'caB literature. 

Ccmplater Horizans reported that, by one measure, N'H"o publications have 
a h9'gher fnf?uence pes publication than any oth@r mjor inst-itutfon in 
the United States except Harvard. The average mbllcation w&ghts for 
&he 15 leading institutions arc: 

Hat-vati UnSversitv. 31.2. 

Yale Lmfersity, 27.3, 
J&r6 Ncgkins University, 24.9, 
UwivePs$ty of Pennsylvania, 24.8, 
Columbia University, 24.8, 
Stanfcwd University, 24.2, 
University of Uashington, 23.5, 
University of California, 22.0, 
bkw Ywk !fniversity, 21.9, 
State Un*versitv of New York, 20.5, 

;13) University of Mjchigan, 19.8; 
(14) University of !Vinnesota, 19.8, 
(15) Mayo Foundation, 18.8. 

and 

Furthermore, its analysis of 240 institutions 
other substantial institution that has an inf 
figure higher than idIH except the Rockefeller 
extraordinarily high publication weight of 42 

showed that there is no 
luence per pubiication 

University, which has an 

Another way to measure intramural NIH productivity is to compare the 
percentage of the members in the 6 societies of the Federation of American 
Societies for Experimental Biology who are intramural NIH scientists 
(3.22'8;) with the percentage of papers from the United States which were 
authored by intramural FeZH scientists and were published in various 

* journals. In 1973, the BIH figures were: 

(1) for the 1,000 biomedical journals studied, 3.43%; 
(2) far the 20 biomec;ical jaurna'is that have the highest 

influertce per pub1 ication, 5.12%; 
(3) for the 28 bimedical journals with the highest fnf:uence 

wefqht, 5.782; 



HIW has ~Q~~jd~Pe~ dwQKj~atj~~ withiw the intramwraK research pr?qram 
tfle peer Pk?Qs’eW s%pstE?m 18SCd to eva'%LGIte I'%S%rCh grant pP-opOsak !&? 
cor1cKwdcd tf-rat imposing such a system on the iwtraauPa1 program !HR!%d 
me hi3 practical, It WQWKd mcars that aKK in%PamwraK Pescarck pPQgeets 
wwld fmwa to be rcQ8ewed 9n adQan&e by paneKs sf seatsids expertsa Get- 
ting e~Qw~~ P'Rterested and ~Q~rQete~t ou%sidcrs to review aKK the p$"ajeets 
Qf a fwl1-tine staff the size Qf wf's mwld be extremely cosLFy* both 
in tenN$ sf the eon5wltant fees and $rawc% cssts NEH wswld have ts p3.y 
and &he time t&se ~~~sw~ta~ts would have to spend making sweka PeQimse 
FLarthC? IV, We bE?la’@Qt2 it WOW'&d be iNlQtXSbbk t0 adNlif'2iSt.W a i'Y33WCh 
pr-agram like owrs if decisiQns ow swpport had to be made by Qutsidc 
panel3 * Tf~e tvwww2s we dea% with are BuCgetcd pasi tiono o qmxp and 
a:stney. a-R&y earsns.t be zmmfed and Ww@~Kd w%th the flexibjl ity of 
dsleaks in Pes@aref~ gPaFstSs nor cxm decg"sP'ons on projects be made wstfl- 
orrrt regard far 4ke P'mpaet of those decisions on the careers of the %@.f@W- 
tists in a fwll-time, largely tenwred service. Finally, and most 
important, an outside peer ~evim of g~oj~ts wswld so change the Bntra- 
mural pmgmm that it cowPd no longer provide scientists with what fs 
the wniqwe virtue of intramural rescarchp the opportunity for real con- 
tinuity of effort over 90nl; time periods. 

Normally, the greatest continuing cost element i~research today 5s the 
salaries of the research teams. He have difficulty envisioning an out- 
side pew review system which could respond so quickly that it would 
not result in intramural investigators and their staffs awaiting approval 
to perform their wc9rk. EPle believe such a system would be neither d&r- 
.able nor feasible. 

bfc have concluded that the manpower and money costs of imposing an opt- 
side peer review system, plus its destructive sjde effects, would far 
outweigh the good to be achieved by weedSng out a few lower priority 

- projects. There is no good evidence to indicate that the savirPgs antic- 
ipated from pre-screening intramural research gmjects would offset the 
considerable costs involved in~utiliting such a procedure in a research 
iwstitwefQn &he s3ze of Ml... Yhcsc casts wogld involve both the expenses 
assoc4ated wa'th making the reviews thmse%vcs as well as the adverse 
P’mpact on P4ffl staff caused by delays in fait'iata'ng pro$ects a-16 W'NX+ 
tafnties afstmt %heSr research owpm~t. 
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Charles C. Edwards 

DIRECTOR, NATION&i INSTITUTES OP 
HEALTW: 

Donald S. Fredrickson 
R. w. Lament-Bavers eacting) 
Robert s. Stone 

DXRECTOR., &:h.TPOMAL INSTITUTE OF 

Feb, 1975 
Mar. 1973 

ALLERGY AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES: 
Richard M. Krause Nov. IL975 
John R. Seal (acting) Aug. 1975 
Dorlad J, Davis Qct.. 1964 

DIFE-XTOR, YATI0NWL I.WSTITWE OF 
CHILD HEALTH AND IXJINAN DEVELBP- 
M.ENT: 

Noman Kretc'mer Sapt. 1974 
Gilbert L. Woodside (acting) sept ‘J 1973 

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
ENVIRONIVfEWTAL HEALTH S'CIEMCES: 

David P. Rail Mar. 1971 

Preser%t 
Jarl. 1975 

Present 
Oct. I.975 
Aug * I.975 

Present 
Sept. 1974 

Present 

~JActirq from Feb, 1375 until h3y 1975. 




